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Abstract 
Over the years, a number of impor tan t results on f in i te d imensional Hopf alge-
I 
bras have been obta ined by using l inear algebraic techniques. I n th is thesis, we 
in t roduce some of t hem. 
I n chapter one, basic def ini t ions and known results are given. I n chapter 
two, an isomorph ism between a finite d imensional Hopf algebra H and i ts dual 
w i l l be studied. A detai led account of the relat ions between H and i ts opposite, 
co-opposite algebras are also given, wh ich in par t icu lar provides the machinery 
to show at the end of th is chapter tha t the ant ipode s of H has f in i te order. 
Larson's Character is defined in chapter three. The square of the an-
t ipode w i l l be shown to be an isomorphism when i t is rest r ic ted to a s imple 
subcoalgebra, in the case when H is cosemisimple. 
Trace funct ions w i l l be studied in chapter four. I n par t i cu la r , we can show 
tha t a finite d imensional Hopf algebra is semisimple and cosemisimple i f and 
only i f the t race of the square of the ant ipode is non-zero. F ina l ly , we w i l l ob ta in 
the fo l lowing conclusion: I f the characterist ic of the base field is zero, then the 
ant ipode s must be an invo lu t ion. 
: 
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I n th is thesis, K is a field. The algebraic structures over K are considered. 
Also, al l the tensor products are over K unless specified otherwise. 
The purpose of th is chapter is to give a basic account on the theory of 
coalgebra and Hopf algebra wh ich w i l l be needed in the sequel. Most of the 
mater ia ls i n th is chapter can be found in [7] and [13 . 
1.1 Algebra and Coalgebra 
Definition 1.1 .1 By a K-algehra A (with unit), we mean a K-vector space 
with two K-linear maps, namely, 
( i ) (mu l t i p l i ca t i on map) 
m : A (g) A ^^ A 
( i i ) (un i t map) 
“：K ^> A 
2 
such t ha t the fo l lowing diagrams are commuta t ive : 
(a) (associat iv i ty) 
A 0 A 0 v 4 ^ ^ 0 A 
I⑧m 1 丄m 
A^A 二 A 
(b) (un i t ) 
v4(g)A 
I ^ r j Z \ T j ^ I 
A 0 K [ m K 0 A 
- \ / = 
A 
Here, / is the i den t i t y map on A, and we ident i f y A ⑧ K, K ® A w i t h A. 
Sometimes, we jus t w r i t e a • b or ab for m{a ⑧ b). 
B y dual iz ing the above def in i t ion of an algebra, we have the fo l lowing 
def in i t ion of a coalgebra. 
Definition 1.1 .2 A K-coalgehra C is a K-space together with two K-linear 
maps, namely, 
( i ) (comul t ip l i ca t ion map) 
A : C — C®C 
( i i ) (couni t map) 
e : C ~~> K 
3 
such tha t the fo l lowing diagrams are commuta t ive : 
(a) (coassociat iv i ty) 
C ^ C®C 
A 丄 | A ( g ) / 
C®C — C®C®C 
/®A 
(b) (coun i t ) 
C 
兰 y^ \^ = 
C 0 K i A K 0 C 
/ 0 e \ / £ 0 / 
C®C 
We adopt the notat ions of Sweedler i n [13] and wr i te 
A c = X^C(1) 0 C(2) ⑷ 
where the subscripts 1 and 2 are symbol ic: c ( ” and c(2) do not mean any 
par t icu lar element of C. Sometimes we drop the (c) under the summat ion sign 
when there is no amb igu i t y of wh ich element we are diagonal iz ing on. 
Let A i = A , we induc t ive ly define: 
A^i ： C — C®"+2 
by 
An+1 = ( A ⑧ r) 0 A , 
The coassociat iv i ty (a) then impl ies tha t A2 = ( A ⑧ / ) o A = ( / ® A ) 0 A . 
B y induc t ion , we can show tha t 
A , + i = ( r 0 A 0 r - ^ ) o A , 
4 
for al l r such tha t 0 < r < n. As a result, we may wr i te 
An(c ) = Y ^ C(i) (g) C(2) 0 . . • 0 C(^+1) 
(c) 
as i t does not ma t te r which factor we are diagonalizing on. 
I t is immedia te tha t c = X]c(i)e(c(2)) = Y^ s(c(1))c(2) and 
(c) (c) 
C = Z)c(i)C(2)e(C(3)) = J 2 C(l)S(C(2))C(3) = Zle(C(1))C(2)C(3) 
(c) ⑷ {c) 
Final ly , i t should be noted tha t by the l inear i ty of A , A ( 0 ) = 0 ⑧ 0. 
The fo l lowing are some examples of coalgebras. 
Example 1.1.1 
(a) Let G be a group. Then KG is a coalgebra, where the coalgebra 
structure maps are defined as fol low: 
A ( " ) g^g 
<9) = 1 
for any g E G. 
(b) Let C be the vector space w i t h the basis {c。，Ci,...}. Define: 
A(cn) = Y^ Ci ® Cj 
i+j=n 
剩 = { i i f z i o 
Then C is a coalgebra. 
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I 
i To see t h a t C is a coalgebra, we consider the fo l low ing maps: 
(a) ( coassoc ia t iv i ty ) 
I ( A 0 I) 0 A ( c ^ ) = Y1 ci 0 ck 0 Cj 
\ 1 + k — i 
I 
i + j = n 
\ = ^ Ci 0 Ck ⑧ Cj 
l+k+j=n 
= J2 Cl ⑧ Ck ③ Cj 
k + j = h 
I + h — n 
= ( / 0 A ) i Y^ ci 0 c, i 
\^l+h=n ) 
二（/0A)oA(c,) 
(b) ( coun i t ) 
( / 0 e ) ( A c ^ ) = J 2 c^e(cj) 
i^j=n 
— ^n 
Simi la r ly , we have (e ® / ) ( A c ^ ) = Cn. Hence, e is a coun i t . 
Definition 1 .1 .3 A K-algehra A is commutative if ah — ha for all a, b G A. 
Definition 1 .1 .4 A K-coalgehra C is cocommutative if A(c) = r o A(c)^ where 
T is the twist map in C ⑧ C. 
I t is obvious t h a t b o t h the coalgebras i n Examp le 1.1.1 are cocommuta t i ve . 
However, there are non-cocommuta t i ve coalgebras, examples w i l l be g iven i n 
later sections. 
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Definition 1 .1 .5 Let A and B be K-algehras . Then, a K-linear map f : A —> 
B is said to be an algebra map if the following diagrams commute: 
(a) 
A 丄 B 
m T t 爪 
A 0 A 巡 B^B 
(b) 
A 上 B 
r]A \ / rjB 
K 
Definition 1 .1 .6 Let C and D be K-coalgehras. A K-linear map f : C ——> D 
is said to be a coalgebra map if the following diagrams commute: 
(a) 
C 丄 D 
丄A 丄A 、,*"^ 、, ^^
C^C ^ D^D 
(b) 
C 丄 D 
6C \ Z ^D 
K 
Definition 1 .1 .7 Let A be a K-algehra, a left A-module N is a K-space with 
a structure map 小:A 0 N ——^ N such that the following diagrams commute. 
(a) T ^  
A^A^N ^ A^N 
、 , m 0 / i 办 
A^N 丄 N 
7 
(b) 
K 0 N 三 N 
T ] ^ I [ / 4> 
A^N 
Definition 1 .1 .8 Let A be an algebra, {N, ¢) and (M, x) left A-modules. A 
map f : N ——> M is said to be a left A-module map if the following diagram 
commutes: 
A®N 么 N 
/ 0 / i i / 
A^M ~^ M 
Definition 1 .1 .9 Let C he a K-coalgehra, a right C-comodule is a K-space 
M with a structure map ^ : M ——> M 0 C such that the following diagrams 
commute: 
(a) 
M 么 M®C 
丄 • i I ^ A 
M 0 C ~~〜M®C®C 
她1 
(b) 
M 丄 M0C 
= \ [1^6 
M®K 
Exp l i c i t l y , we wr i t e ^ [ m ) = ^ m(。）⑧ m ( ” . Then (b) means tha t 
( m ) 
[ 爪 ⑶ 咖 ⑴ ） = m 
( m ) 




；‘ Definition 1.1 .10 Let C he a K-coalgehra, (A^^) and (M, F) right C comod-
ules. A map f : N ——^ M is said to be a right C-comodule map if the following 
\ diagram is commutative: 
1 
i 
N 么 N^C 
f l i f ^ I 
M ^^ M®C r 
Exp l i c i t l y , i f t/^(m) = E ^ ( o ) ⑧ 爪⑴’ then 
r(/—)) = Y^ f{^{o)) ^ 爪⑴ 
Definition 1.1.11 Let C he a K-coalgehra. A C-comodule is said to be simple 
if it has no non-trivial suhcomodule. 
Definition 1.1.12 Let C be a K-coalgehra. A C-comodule is said to he com-
pletely reducible if it is the direct sum of simple subcomodule(s). 
Theorem 1.1.1 
(a) Given any (right) C-comodule M and a finite subset { m 1 , m 2 , . . .m^} 
of M, there exists a finite-dimensional suhcomodule N of M such that rrii G N 
for i ——1, 2,... , k. 
(b) Given any finite subset { c1 ,c2 , . . . c^} of C， there exists a finite di-
mensional suhcoalgehra D of C such that Ci E D for i = 1 , 2 , . . . k. 
9 
Proof. 
(a) Let m G M and let {ci} be a basis for C. Let ^ ( m ) = ^Wi ⑧ c ” 
i 
where al l bu t finitely many of the WiS are zero. As {c , } is a basis for C , we can 
wr i te Ac , = E c^ijkCj (¾ Ck. T h e n , E V ^ ( ^ 0 ③ c, = { ^ ^ I ) ^ { m ) = ( / 0 A ) V ' ( m ) = 
jk i 
Y,Wi 0 aijkCj ③ Ck. 
ijk 
Compar ing the coefficients of Ck, we see tha t ^p{wk) = Y^W{⑧ otijkCj. 
ij 
Thus, the subspace N spanned by the w?s is a subcomodule and is f in i te 
dimensional. Clearly, m G N since m = J2^i^i^i)-
Because the sum of subcomodules is again a subcomodule, the f in i te sum 
of the subcomodules generated by the m, 's in the above manner is a f in i te 
dimensional subcomodule containing { m 1 , m 2 , . . . ruk} . 
(b) B y using (a), we can put M = C and • = A . Then, there is a f in i te 
dimensional subspace V of C such tha t A(T^) C V 0 C. Let { i ;^} be a basis 
for V such tha t A(vj) = J2i ”i ® Ci]. By the coassociat ivi ty of C, s imi lar to the 
proof in par t (a), we have A (c , j ) = ^Cik ⑧ Ckj. Thus, the space D spanned by 
k 
{ c ” } satisfies the condi t ion A{D) C D 0 D. Also, Vi G D since Vj = Y.e{vi)cij. 
Not ing tha t ci G V C D, the result follows. 
Definition 1.1 .13 Let C be a K-coalgehra and A a K-algehra. Define the 
convolution product * and the map fi on Hom[C, A) as follows: 
(a) for any f,g e Hom{C,A), define 
f * g{c) = rriA。(/ ③ g){^c) = J2 /(c1)"(c2) 
1 0 
I I 丨 
(b) Def ine 
/i : K 一 Hom{C,A) 
by 
M ^ ) ( c ) 二 K<^))lA 
Note t h a t by the l inear i t y of m ^ , / , g, 0 and A , the above convo lu t ion 
p roduc t is wel l -def ined. 
L e m m a 1.1 .1 Hom{C, A) is a K-algehra under the convolution product * and 
the map fi which acts as the unit map. 
Proof. 
(a) Let c e C and f,g,h G Hom{C, A). Then , we have 
{ f * g ) * h{c) = ^(f(c(j))^(c(2)))h(c(3)) 
(c) 
二 Z l / ( C ( 1 ) M C ( 2 ) ) % ( 3 ) ) ) 
(c) 
二 / * (^ * h)(c) 
Th is shows tha t * is associative. 
(b) To show tha t fj. is a un i t map. We consider 
kf{c) = 5： M^(D))/(c(2)) = EM^)(C(1))/(C(2))=刚 * / ) ( c ) 
i.e. kf = { | j i { k ) ) * f . S imi lar ly , we have the r ight hand analogue and thus 
[jL is indeed a un i t map. 
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I n pa r t i cu la r , i f we let A be K, then , by L e m m a 1.1.1，we know t h a t 
Hom{C^ K) is an algebra under the convo lu t ion p roduc t . 
T h e o r e m 1 .1 .2 Let D be a K-suhcoalgebra of a K-coalgehra C. Then, £}丄 is 
an ideal in C*. 
Proof. Le t f G C* and g G 乃丄 and d e D. Then，since g[d(”) 二 0, 
g * f { d ) = X^^(c/(i))/(o^(2)) = 0. Hence, g * f G 乃丄 and so D^ is a r i gh t ideal ⑷ 
i n C* . S im i l a r l y D^ is also a lef t ideal i n C*. 
T h e o r e m 1 .1 .3 Let C he a K-coalgehra, C* its dual algebra. Let I be a two-
sided ideal ofC*. Then 1丄 is a subcoalgehra of C. 
Proof. Let x E /丄 .W r i t e A(a:) as Y^a〜⑧ b{. W i t h o u t loss of genera l i ty 
i 
let b,s be independent . Now suppose t ha t A(a;) 0 1丄 0 C. Aga in , w i t h o u t loss 
of general i ty , let a^ 0 l \ P ick OL £ I and (3 E C* such t h a t a{ai) • 0 and 
f^{bj) = Sy. 
a * |3 E I as / is an ideal. So {a * |3){x) — 0 as x G /丄. 
O n the other hand, ( a * |3){x) = {a ⑧ |3){A{x)) = a{ai) + 0. Th i s leads 
t o a con t rad ic t ion . Hence, A ( x ) G /丄⑧ C. S imi lar ly , we have A(a;) G C ③ /丄. 





L e m m a 1 .1 .2 Let V be a K-space and U a suhspace of V. Then U^^ = U 
i I 
Proof Obv ious ly , U C 厂丄丄.Let x G ^ \ U. T h e n ^ = U © kx ① E for 
some subspace E of V. Def ine f G V * by f { x ) = 1 , f \u= 0 and f |丑=0 . So, 
I by the de f in i t i on of f , f e "丄 .S i n c e f { x ) = 1 + 0, we have x 0 "丄丄 . H e n c e 
j [/1丄 C U and so U = U^^. 
T h e o r e m 1 .1 .4 Let C be a K-coalgehra . Then a K-space V C C is a suhcoal-
gehra if and only if V^i C C* is a two-sided ideal ofC*. 
Proof. 
“ > “ 
Th is par t is easy i n v i r t u e of Theo rem 1.1.2 
“ < “ 
Let 乂丄 be an ideal of C* . B y Theo rem 1.1.3, “^丄丄 is a subcoalgebra of 
C. Then , by l e m m a 1.1.2, V = 乂丄丄 and we are done. 
We pause a wh i le and invest igate some modu le s t ructures over the K-
coalgebra C. F i r s t , we define some actions of C* on C. 
Let / e C* and c G C. Def ine 
/ J C = E C 1 / ( C 2 ) 
(c) 
C ^ / = X^C2/(C1) 
(c) 
1 3 
L e m m a 1.1 .3 Consider C* as an algebra under the convolution product defined 
in Definition 1.1.13, the actions “ ^ “ and “ ^ “ are then module actions. 
Proof. Let f^g E C* and c G C. Then, we have 
/ \ 
/ 一 （ " 」 。 ） = / 」 J 2 c i g { c 2 ) 
\{c) / 
= Z ^ C ( l ) / ( C ( 2 ) ) " ( C ( 3 ) ) ⑷ 
=Ec(i)/”(c(2)) 
(c) 
= f ^ 9 ^ c 
Note tha t we have s ~^ c = c The r ight hand analogue is proved s imi lar ly. 
Dual ly , we define actions of an algebra A on A* as follows. 
Let a G A and f G A* , define a 一 f to be the funct iona l in A* such tha t 
a - m = f M 
and f ^ a is the funct iona l in A* such tha t 
(/ - a){h) = f{ah) 
L e m m a 1.1.4 The ahove actions “ ^ “ and “ ~^ “ are module actions. 
Proof. “ ^ “ and “ ^ “ are t r i v i a l l y module actions as the algebra A is 
associative and obviously 1 ^ f = / , / ^ 1 = f , for al l f G A*. 
1 4 
I 
Theorem 1.1.5 The intersection of subcoalgehras is again a suhcoalgehra. 
Proof. Let {Ea} be a col lect ion of subcoalgebras of a 7^-coalgebra C. Let 
I = [五《丄 .T h e n by Theorem 1.1.2, I is the sum of ideals and so 1 is an ideal 
of C*. B y using L e m m a 1.1.2, we have 
门五《 = 0£；:丄=(；^五《丄)丄=/丄 
In v i r tue of Theorem 1.1.3, we can see tha t /丄 is a subcoalgebra of C and 
the proof is completed. 
Definition 1.1 .14 Let C be a K-coalgehra. Then C is called simple if it con-
tains no non-zero proper suhcoalgehra. 
Corollary 1.1.1 A simple K-coalgehra is necessarily finite dimensional 
Proof. B y Theo rm 1.1.1. 
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T h e o r e m 1 .1 .6 Let C he a K-coalgehra such that C = J^ Ca, where C^ 's are 
a 
subcoalgebras. Then any simple subcoalgebra D of C lies in one of the Ca，s. 
Proof. B y Coro l l a r y 1.1.1, we know t h a t D is finite d imens iona l and so 
n 
we m a y assume t h a t D lies i n a finite sum E Cai. 
i=i 
W e now proceed t he p roo f by i n d u c t i o n on n. 
n = 2 
Assume t h a t D ¢. Ca- T h e n D 门 Ca = 0 as D is s imple. 
F i n d p G C* such t h a t p {o= e and p \ca= 0. T h e n (see L e m m a 1.1.3) for 
d E D, p」d = J2 die{d2) = d. 
d 
O n the o ther hand , D C Ca^Cp, so we have A{d) E Ca^Ca^Cp^Cp. Le t 
A{d) 二 E d^ 0 d ^ + E 4 ③ 4 such t h a t d^^d^ G C ^ 0 C ^ and d^^4 ^ Cp^C^. 
As p k = 0 we have p ~^ d = Y. d{p{d2) ^ Cp. Hence, d = p ^ d G Cp 
For t he case when n = k, we use the fact t h a t t he sum of subcoalgebras 
is again a subcoalgebra. Then , by t he above resu l t , D C Ck and we are done; 
k-i 
or D C E Ci w h i c h j us t reduces t o t he case of n = k — 1. 
i=\ 
T h e o r e m 1 .1 .7 Sum of simple subcoalgebras is direct. 
Proof. Le t C be a / ( -coa lgebra and let {Ca] be a set of ( d i s t i nc t ) s imp le 
subcoalgebras. Assume t h a t Cp C E Ca- T h e n by T h e o r e m 1.1.6 and us ing 
cy# 
t he fact t h a t C ^ s are s imple, we have t h a t Cp = C« for some a 7^ /9 w h i c h is 
impossib le. 
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Let D and E be subcoalgebras of a / ( -coa lgebra C. T h e n D C E <=^ 
E^ C D^. Le t I and J be ideals i n C\ T h e n I C J < ^ J ^ C /丄.Hence by 
T h e o r e m 1.1.2 and T h e o r e m 1.1.4’ there is a 1-1 inc lus ion invers ion i n jec t i on of 
the set of subcoalgebras of C i n to the set of ideals of C*. I t needs no t be onto 
since /丄丄 needs not be I. (i.e. /丄 m a y be mapped to /丄丄 and no subcoalgebra is 
m a p p e d to I ) . However , i n t he f in i te d imens iona l case the in jec t ion is a b i j ec t i on 
since D = _D** and we m a y app ly l e m m a 1.1.2 to D*. 
A t one end, i f D is a m a x i m a l subcoalgebra of C, t hen D^ is a m i n i m a l 
ideal of C* . A t the other end, i f D is a s imple subcoalgebra of C, t hen by 
Coro l la ry 1.1.1 D is finite d imens iona l and so £^ 丄 is a f i n i te cod imens iona l 
m a x i m a l ideal of C \ 
Definition 1 .1 .15 Let C he a K-coalgehra. Then the (direct) sum of simple 
subcoalgebras of C is called the coradical of C, denote it by corad{C). 
R e m a r k 1 .1 .1 In the finite dimensional case, the Jacohson radical is equal to 
the prime radical which in turn can be expressed as the intersection of all max-
imal two-sided ideals, see e.g. [8] p.64- [ The above statement is, in fact, a 
corollary of a more general result which states that all radicals "lying between" 
the lower radical and the upper radical are equal when the underlying ring sat-
isfies D.C.C.. See e.g. [2] 7A, [17] 28.3 and [18] 34.3.] Hence, in the finite 
dimensional case, we have co rac^ (C) i 二 J ( C * ) , the Jacohson radical ofC*. 
R e m a r k 1 .1 .2 Remark 1.1.1 holds true in general, independent of the dimen-
sion of the underlying coalgehra. But the proof involves the notion offiltration 




Definition 1 .1 .16 A K-coalgehra C is said to cosemisimple ifC 二 corad{C), 
that is, C is the direct sum of its simple suhcoalgehras. 
B y Remark 1.1.1, we have the fo l lowing corol lary. 
Corollary 1 .1 .2 A finite dimensional K-coalgehra C is cosemsimple if and 
only if C* is semisimple. 
1.2 Bialgebra and Hopf Algebra 
In terest ing as i t may be, coalgebra theory can be v iewed more or less as jus t the 
dual of algebra theory. More interest ing results can be obta ined by impos ing 
s imul taneously on a vector space the structures of an algebra and a coalgebra. 
Definition 1 .2 .1 Let (H,m,rj) be a K-algebra and {H, A,e) a K-coalgehra. 
Then {H, m,rj, A , e) is called a K-hialgehra if and only ifthe following conditions 
are satisfied: 
(a) A{ab) = J2 «(1)^(1)⑧ «(2)^(2) 
⑷⑷ 
(b) A ( 1 ) = 1 0 1 
(c) e{ab) = e(a)e(6) 
(d) e { l H ) = 1 
Example 1 .2 .1 The group algebra with the coalgebra structure defined in Ex-
ample 1.1.1 (a) is a hialgehra. 
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Let H。be the under l y ing coalgebra s t ruc ture of H and H^ the under l y ing 
algebra s t ruc tu re of H. Then , by L e m m a 1.1.1, Hom{H^, H^) is a / ( -a lgebra 
under convolut ion. 
Definition 1 .2 .2 The element s of Hom{H^,H^) which is the inverse with 
respect to I under the convolution product * is called the antipode of H. 
Definition 1 .2 .3 A K-bialgebra H with an antipode is called a Hopf algebra. 
Example 1.2.2 
(a) The group bia lgebra is a Hopf algebra. The ant ipode s is defined by 
4d) = [ 1 . 
(b) The Radford Algebra. 
For a r igorous fo rmu la t ion , knowledge beyond our scope is needed. Inter-
ested readers can consult [9]. A p la in descr ipt ion is given here, below: 
H is a Hopf algebra generated by the elements 1, a, 6, z、The Cayley tab le 
is given below: 
1 a b z 
1 1 a b z 
a a a b b 
b b —a —b a 




The comul t ip l icat ions are: 
j A ( ^ ) z^z 
\ \ 
\ A ( a ) = a ⑧ z + 1 0 a 
； A(b) is determined by A ( a ) , A ( ^ ) and also Def in i t ion 1.2.1 (a). 
The ant ipode 5 is given by <s(l) = 1，<s(a) = —b, s(z) = z, s{b) = a^z — 1. 
Th is example is one of the most basic forms of a class of Hopf algehras. 
Variants of i t are of central impor tance in the study and classification of Hopf 
algehras. See e.g. [3, 10, 13, 14, 15, 16 . 
Other classes of Hopf algehras we have missed include Lie-algebras and 
restricted-Lie-algebras. Since the i r formulat ions require some knowledge beyond 
our scope, and since they are of no importance to our discussion, we excluded 
them. Those who are interested may consult any of the standard texts, see for 
instance, [1], [7] and [13 . 
Lemma 1.2.1 Let {C, A , s ) be a K-coalgehra. Then C ⑧ C is a K-coalgehra 
under the following structure maps: 
r ： c 0 c ~"> [c 0 c) 0 ( a 0 c) such tha t 
T{h③g) = Y^ (“⑴(g)“⑴）⑧（“⑶⑧"⑶） 
{h){g) 
and 




(coassociat iv i ty) 
{ T ^ I ) o T { h ^ g ) 二 (r 0 I) Y , /i(i) 0 ^(1) 0 /i(2) 0 g{2) 
=Z)(“⑴③外1)③ ^(2)⑧ 9{2))⑧（A(3) ® _^ (3)) 
=Z)(“⑴③ ^(1))⑧(½)⑧ 9{2)⑧ ^(3)⑧ _^(3)) 
= ( / (8) r) ^  (/i(i) 0 5'(i)) 0 (/i(2) 0 ^ (2)) 
={I®V)oT{h®g) 
(couni t ) 
As rout ine as the proof of coassociativity, the proof is hence left to the 
reader。 
L e m m a 1.2.2 Let (A,m,r/) be a K-algehra, then A 0 A is also a K-algehra by 
the following structure maps: 
(mu l t ip l i ca t ion) 
¢) : {A 0 A) 0 (v4 0 A) ~~> {A 0 A) such tha t 
<^((a 0 b)③(c 0 d)) = {ac 0 bd) 
(un i t ) 
/x : k ——> A 0 A such tha t 
fj^[k) = rj{k) (g) 1 
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Proof, i|j is associative since mu l t ip l i ca t ion in A is associative. 
For k G K, we have fj,{k) = { r j { k ) 0 1) 二 ( H (g) 1) = k{l ③ 1). Hence, / i 
is the un i t map. 
Theorem 1.2.1 Let H he a Hopf algehra with antipode s. Then 
(a) s is an algebra ant imorphism. 
(b) s is a coalgebra ant imorph ism. 
Proof. 
(a) B y Lemma 1.2.1, we make H ⑧ H a A,-coalgebra . Let M , N,P G 
Hom{{H 0 H)^, H^) (which is an algebra under convolut ion by Lemma 1.1.1). 
Where M , N and P are defined by 
M[g ® h) = gh 
N{g^h) = s{g)s{h) 
P ( " 0 / O 二 <5("") 
We are now going to show that N is equal to P. Since 
P * M ( " 0 " ) = E A _ 0 " ( l ) ) M ( " ( 2 ) 0 " ( 2 ) ) 
{9){h) 
= [ 如 ) " ( 1 ) ) _ " ( 2 ) 





M * N{g 0 h) = Y^ 释 ⑴ ⑧ /l⑴)7V("(2) 0 /i(2)) 
⑷⑷ 
= H “⑴“⑴“^“⑶)<^"(?)) ⑷⑷ 
= ^ ^ { h ) g { i ) s { g { 2 ) ) 
{9) 
=^{h)e{g)l 
Hence, we have P * M = M * N = InS- As a resul t , 
P = P * {lHs) = P * M * N = {lHe) * N = N 
Also, s{l) = / ( l ) 5 ( l ) = I * 5(1) = £(1) . 1 = 1. Hence s is an algebra 
a n t i m o r p h i s m . 
(b) B y L e m m a 1.2.2, we make H®H a A"-algebra. T h e n , b y L e m m a l . 1 . 1 , 
Hom[H^, {H 0 H)^) is an algebra under convo lu t ion. Def ine 
R{h) = Z<s(/i(2))0<5("(i)) 
{h) 
Q{h) = A 0 s{h) = X > ( " ) ( 1 ) ⑧ 5(/l)(2) 
{ h ) 
We are going t o show t h a t Q 二 R 
( i ^ * A ) ( / l ) = ; E O ( ~ 2 ) ) 0 < 5 ( / l ( l ) ) ) ( / l ( 3 ) 0 " ( 4 ) ) ⑷ 
= X ^ 5(/^(2))/^(3)③ 5(/ l( i))/ i(4) ⑷ 
= I ^ £ ( " ( 2 ) ) � > S ( " � ) " � � 
二 [ l^<S("(i))"(2) 
{h) 
= e ( / i ) ( l 0 l ) 
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ZX*(3(/l) = J2 (^(1) ^ ^(2))(5(/i(3))(l) ^ s{h^s)){2]) 
{h) 
= Y 1 〜1)<S("(3))(1) 0 ^ ) < s ( ^ ) ) ( 2 ) 
{h) 
O n the other hand we have 
6 { h ) { l ^ l ) = Ae{h) • 1 = A( / i ( i )5( / i (2) ) ) 
= Y ^ ^ ) ^ ( ½ ) ( ! ) ③ h^Ah^)){2) ⑷ 
Hence R * A = lnm^H = A * Q and so R = Q by a rgument s imi la r to 
t h a t i n pa r t (a). 
eos{h) = e ( D ( " ( i ) M " ( 2 ) ) ) ⑷ 
= E e ( " ( l ) ) 々 ( " ( 2 ) ) ) ⑷ 
= J 2 ^ ( h ^ A h ^ ) ) ) 
{h) 
二 e{h) 
Hence, e o s = e. So we conclude t h a t s is a coalgebra an t imo rph i sm. 
Definition 1 .2 .4 Let H be a Hopf algehra. Let M be a right H-module and 
right H-comodule (with comodule structure map • : M ~~> M (g) H) such that 
the following "coherence condition" holds for all m G M and h G H. 






i|)[m) = X ] m ( o ) 0 m( i ) 
(m) 
and 
A ( " ) = E " ( i ) 0 " ( 2 ) 
{h) 
Then M is said to be a right H Hopf module. 
Left H Hopf module is s imi lar ly defined. 
Example 1.2 .3 Let H be a Hopf algehra. 
(a) H w i t h i ts own mu l t ip l i ca t ion and comul t ip l icat ion is a ( lef t ) r ight H 
Hopf module • 
(b) For any /(-space M , we define the fo l lowing structure maps on M®H\ 
(j> ： {M 0 H) 0 H ~~> (M 0 H) 
r ： {M^H) ~~、{M^H)^H 
such tha t 
<^((m ⑧ h) 0'g) = m 0 hg 
for al l m G M and h,g E H and 
r ( m � h) = m ® ^ h(” ③ /i(2) � 
for m e M and h G H. 
Then M ③ H is a r ight H Hopf module w i t h the above st ructure map. 
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Proof. 
(a) T r i v ia l . Since the cond i t ion tha t H is a bialgebra t rans late to the 
condi t ions t h a t H is a ( le f t ) r ight H Hopf module when H is considered as a 
( lef t ) r igh t H-module and a ( lef t ) r ight H-comodule. 
(b) Using (a) and observing tha t the element m f r o m M does not involve 
in b o t h 小 and F, the result fol lows. 
Readers should note t ha t def in i t ion Def in i t ion 1.2.4 works for any bial-
gebra since the ant ipode is not involved. We restr ict our discussion in Hopf 
algebra because we w i l l see ( in Theorem 1.3.1) tha t when H is a Hopf algebra, 
there is a nice character izat ion of H Hopf modules: Example 1.2.3 (b) accounts 
for a l l . 
Remark 1.2 .1 If A and B are hoth right H Hopf modules, then one may he 
led to the definition of Hopf module morphisms. But any map which is at the 
same time a module map and a comodule map suffices, since the "coherence “ 
condition will take care of itself in each of the Hopf module. 
1.3 Integral and Semisimplicity 
For a Hopf algebra, we shall define a special element, namely the integral . The 
integral of a Hopf algehra is a general izat ion of the sum of the elements of a 
group algebra. We shall also invest igate the relat ionship between the integral 
and the under ly ing Hopf algehra. Eventual ly , a general izat ion of Maschke's 
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Theorem to the context of Hopf algehra is obtained. 
Definition 1 .3 .1 Let H be a Hopf algehra. An element A of H is said to be a 
left integral ofH ifhA = e{h)A for all h E H. An element A ofH* is said to be 
a left integral ofH* ifgX = ^ ( l ) A for all g G H*. Right analogues are similarly 
defined. 
Definition 1 .3 .2 Let H be a Hopf algehra. If the left and right integrals ofH 
coincide, then H is said to be unimodular. 
Example 1.3.1 
(a) Let G be a f in i te group. KG is then a Hopf algehra. We c la im t ha t 
KG is un imodu la r and the on ly integrals are k J2geo9^ ^ ^ K. 
n 
Proof. Let G {g1,g2,...，9n]- Let A = E k^, k G K be a lef t in tegra l . 
i=l 
I f ggi = g” t hen gA = e{g)A — A impl ies t ha t ki 二 kj. Eventua l ly , hi = kj 二 k 
for al l 1 < iJ < n , where k is an element in K. Th is argument is obviously 
t rue for r igh t integrals, hence our c la im is proved. 
(b) Let H be the Hopf algehra i n Examp le 1.2.2 (b) , t hen i t is rou t ine to 
check t ha t lef t integrals are scalar mul t ip les of a + z — (6 + 1) and r ight integrals 
are scalar mu l t ip les of - ( a + b). Hence H is not un imodu la r . 
I n the above examples, we can see tha t lef t and r ight integrals of H exist. 
Moreover, lef t and r igh t integrals of H are unique up to scalar mul t ip les . We 
shall see later t ha t the above observations are actua l ly common to al l f in i te 
d imensional Hopf algebras ( over f ields). 
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The proof of our next ma in result (Theorem 1.3.1) requires the fo l lowing 
construct ions. 
Definition 1.3 .3 Let H be a Hopf algehra and let h G H andp G H*. Define 
h ~r p = p L s{h) 
and 
p 广 h — s(h) ^ p 
Since s is an algebra an t imorph ism (Theorem 1.2.1 (a) ), by L e m m a 1.1.4 
we can see tha t the actions “ ~r “ and “ 广 “ a r e module actions. 
L e m m a 1.3.1 Let H be a Hopfalgebra. Let a G H and p, q G H*. Then 
P * {q — a) = Y , ( ( a ( 2 ) �p ) * q)「«(1) � 
Proof. 
Let h E H. Then we have 
p^{q ^ a){b) = ^p(6(i)>^(6(2)<s(a)) 
⑷ 
= X ) P (&* (2 ) )C^(3 ) )^2 )<S(0Hl ) ) ) ⑷⑷ 
= Y 1 ( « K 3 ) � P ) ( 6 ( l ) • � ) ) # ( 2 ) •⑴ )） ⑷⑷ 
二 51)(^^(2)一厂)*咖(叫1))) 
(a) 





t ha t is, 
P * {q「o,) = Y1 ((c^(2) 一 p) * q) r a(i) 
(a) 
Theorem 1.3.1 (Fundamental Theorem of Hopf Modules) Let H be a 
Hopf algebra. M a right H Hopf module with structure map • : M —^ M 0 H 
such that 
i^{m) = 5 ^m(o ) 0 m(i) 
(m) 
Define M^H { m G M : ^{m) = m ® 1} and make M^H ⑧ H a right H Hopf 
module by the structure maps given in Example 1.2.3 (h). Then M^"^^H = M 
(m ③ h i——> mh) is an isomorphism of right H Hopf modules. 
Proof, Define p : M ~~> M by p{m) = E(m) ^(o)<s(m(i)). Then 
^ 0 p{m)=於(frn(o)<s(m⑴)） 
(m) 





Hence, p{M) C W ^ . ( * ) 
Now define a : M^H ③ H ~~> M by a{m ^ h) = mh and j3 by / 9 ( m ) = 
[p 0 I) 0 ^ . Then, we can observe tha t |3 is a map f r om M to M^H ⑧ H by 
(*). 
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aof3、m) = =&((爪⑷乂肌⑴))^??^(�)) 
M 
二 !^(，咖⑴))…(?） 
( m ) 
=X]m(o)s(m(i)) 
( m ) 
= m 
j3 0 a{m ® h) — /3[mh) 
二 {p③i)(J2响1)③“⑶） 
⑷ 
二 Em�i)<s(/i(2)) 0 /i(3) 
{h) 
=X^me(/i(i)) ® /i(2) 
{ h ) 
= m 0 h 
Hence, a and /3 are l inear inverses of each other. 
As 
a((m 0 h)g) = a(m 0 hg) = mhg = [mh)g = (a(m 0 h))g 
so a is a modu le map. Being the l inear inverse of a , |3 is consequently a module 
map. 
Note t ha t for m 0 h G M^H ③ H, we have x|){mh) 二 E mh(” 0 h^ and ⑷ 
so we have the fo l lowing commuat ive diagram: 
McoH ⑧ H 二 M 
/ 0 A i i ^ 
McoH 0 H ③ H ^ M 0 H 
3 0 
N o t i n g t h a t ( / 0 A ) is the comodule s t ruc ture map on ( M " ^ ^ ⑧ H) and • is 
the comodule s t ruc tu re map on M，the above d iagram s imp ly means t h a t a is a 
r igh t H comodule map . /3 be ing the l inear inverse of a is thus also a comodule 
map. 
B y Remark 1.2.1, a and /9 are Hopf module isomorphisms. 
F rom now on, we work on f in i te d imensional Hopf algehras. 
Theorem 1 .3 .2 Let {H,m,rj,A,e,s)be a finite dimensional Hopf algehra over 
K, then (^*,A*’£*,m*’"*，<s*) is also a Hopfalgehra. 
Proof. 
(a) No te t ha t A * is jus t the convolut ion product o f 『 i n De f in i t i on 1.1.13. 
Hence, H ^ is an algebra w i t h un i t map £* (which is the map f i i n Def ini-
t i on 1.1.13). 
(b) As H is f in i te d imensional {H* ⑧ H*) = {H ⑧ H)\ So we may w r i t e 
m*{f){h^g) as E ( / ) / ( i ) ( " ) / ( 2 ) ( " ) , t ha t is, 
^ * ( / ) = E / ( D ^ / ( 2 ) 
(/•) 
(c) r j ^ { f ) { k ) 二 / _ ) 二 f{k • 1) = f { l ) k ( f is A,- l inear) 
t ha t is, r j % f ) 二 / ( 1 ) 
(d) The associat iv i ty of m ensures t ha t m* is coassociative. 
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(e) 
E / ( l ) * ^ * ( / ( 2 ) ) ( ^ ) 二 E / ( 1 ) ( W ) / ( 2 ) ( 1 ) 
(/) (/) 
= / ( m . l ) = / ( m ) 
Hence, the couni t cond i t ion is satisfied. 
( f ) Let p, q G H* and h,g G H. Then we have 
P * q{hg) = Y^ P{h^)9{i)h{^{2)9{2)) ⑷⑷ 
二 E (^〜*…(“⑴；“⑴(〜))"…("(。)） 
{h){g){v){q) 
= Yu P { l ) ( ^ ( l ) h l ) ( ^ ) ) m ( 5 ' ( l ) ) ^ ( 2 ) ( 5 ' ( 2 ) ) 
⑷隱⑷ 
= E m"(i)(%(2)*_(v) 
{p)(g) 
Hence, m * ( p ⑧ q) = E P(i) * ^i)③ P(2) * ^2) and so H* is a / ( -b ia lgebra . 
(g) Clear ly, 
Em"*(m)(") = E P{i)ih^))p{2Mh2))) 
{p) {p){h) 
= ^ p ( h ^ A h ^ ) ) ) 
{h) 
= P { < h ) ) 
= < h ) p { l ) 
Hence, s* is a r igh t inverse to I of H*. S imi lar ly , 5* is also a left inverse to I 
and so 5 is the ant ipode. 
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Corollary 1.3.1 If we discard the requirement of the existence of the antipode, 
(a) through ( f ) in Theorem 1.3.2 still hold and we immediately have the conclu-
sion that the dual of a finite dimensional hialgehra is also a bialgehra. 
Example 1.3.2 
Let G be a f in i te group. As noted before, KG is a Hopf algehra. We 
consider the dual Hopf algehra of KG. 
Let pg e KG* be the element which is dual to g e KG. As e = E Vg-> 1 
g^G 
i n KG* is E Pg- Moreover, ph * Pg = Pg * Ph ^ghPg-
geG 
We observe tha t k p i , k G K, is a left and r ight integral. On the other 
hand, let A = E KPa^ K ^ K be a left integral. Then ^ i A = p ^ ( l ) A = 
geG 
Pg^A = kgPg impl ies tha t A = hpi. Hence KG* is un imodular and its integrals 
are scalar mul t ip les of p i . 
Let H be a f in i te dimensional Hopf algehra. App l y i ng Theorem 1.3.2, we 
have tha t bo th H* and H** are Hopf algebras. As H is f in i te dimensional, 
H = iJ** as vector space. Actua l ly , this isomorphism can be shown to be an 
isomorphism of Hopf algehras. 
Theorem 1.3.3 Let H he a finite dimensional K-hialgehra. Then the natural 
isomorphism ir : H ~~> H** is a bialgebra isomorphism. 
Proof. Let a, b G H and p, q E H*. Then 








Hence, 7r(a) * 7r(6) = 7r{ab) and so % is an algebra map. 
Moreover, we have 
E (7r(a))(1)(p)(7r(a))(2)(g) = 7T{a){p^q) 
( 兀 ⑷ ） 
二 p * q{a) 
二 E M _ ) " ( 4 2 ) ) 
(a) 
=Z)7r(a(1) ) (p)7r(a(2) ) (g ) 
(a) 
This shows tha t w is a coalgebra map. 
Corollary 1.3.2 Let H he a finite dimensional Hopf algebra. Then H is nat-
urally isomorphic to H*^ as Hopf algebra. 
Proof. B y Theorem 1.3.3, the natura l isomorphism is a bialgebra isomor-
phism. I f 5 is the ant ipode of H , then fhe image of s in i7** is the ant ipode of 




T h e o r e m 1 .3 .4 Let H^ he a finite dimensional K-hialgehra . Then any finite 
dimensional (right) left H*-module M is a (left) right H-comodule. 
Proof. Since M is finite d imensional , for any m e M and p G 『 w e m a y 
w r i t e p . m = Y2 kimi, ki G K a finite sum. 
We then f i nd a f in i te set {hi] of elements i n H such t ha t p{hi) = h for a l l 
p G H* (since H is f i n i te d imensional and H** = H). 
Define the s t ruc tu re m a p ^ : M ~~> M ⑧ H by ip{m) 二 E ^ ‘ ® h,. 
We c la im t h a t 於 is a r igh t i7 -comodule map. 
(a) F i r s t , we not ice t ha t £ is the i den t i t y element of H* and so e • m = 
m wh ich i n t u r n means t ha t ( / 0 e) o ^{m) = m and so the cond i t ion of 
De f in i t i on 1.1.9 (b) is satisfied. 
(b) Let p, q G H* and m G M T h e n {p * q){m) = p{qm) means t ha t 
(/ 0 p 0 q) 0 ( / 0 A ) 0 ^ 二 ( / 0 p 0 q) 0 {x|j 0 I ) o ^ 
Since the above equa l i t y holds for a l l p and q, i t fol lows t ha t ( / ⑧ A ) o • = 
(^ 0 I) 0 • and so the cond i t ion of De f in i t i on 1.1.9 (a) is also satisfied. T h e 
proof is completed. 
Corollary 1 .3 .3 Let H be a finite dimensional K-hialgehra. Then there is a 
one-one correspondence hetween the set of right(left) H-comodules and the set 
of left(right) IP-modules. 
Proof. R igh t ( l e f t ) i7-comodules are na tu ra l l y l e f t ( r i gh t ) i f * -modu les . 
Conversely, a l l l e f t ( r i gh t ) i f * -modu les are r igh t ( le f t )丑 -comodu les by the above 
theorem. 
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Proposition 1.3.1 Let H he a finite dimensional K-hialgehra, Let M and N 
he right(left) H-comodules. Pick any f G Hom{M,N). Then f is a right(left) 
H-comodule map if and only i f f is a left(right)『-module map. Where the 
module and comodule structures arise from each other. 
Proof. Assume tha t f is a r ight i f - comodu le map. Then, A 7 v ( / ( m ) ) 二 
E / ( m ( o ) )⑧爪⑴ .H e n c e , for p G 丑*, we have p . / ( m ) = Ep(^(i))/(^(o))-
Th is in t u r n impl ies tha t 
f ( p ‘ m) = /(^!^^”(爪⑴)) 
= ^ ! /———⑴） 
二 P . ( / M ) 
Tha t is, f is a left i f * - m o d u l e map. 
Reversing the steps in the above argument, we can prove tha t a left H * -
module map is a r ight i f - comodu le map. 
For a f in i te dimensional Hopf algehra H. H* is a left 77*-module by convo-
lu t ion product * . B y Theorem 1.3.4, i t follows tha t H^ is a r ight 7/-comodule. 
We also note tha t I T is a r ight F - m o d u l e by “ 「 “ given in Def in i t ion 1.3.3. 
These two structures together make H* a r ight H Hopf module, as to be proved 
below. 
Theorem 1.3.5 Let H he a finite dimensional Hopf algehra. Then H* is right 
H Hopf module where the module structure map “ ^  “ is given by {p v- a){h)= 
p{hs{a)), and the comodule structure map ^ is given by ( / 0 q)i^{p) = q * P for 
all q G H * . 
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Proof. F i r s t , we w r i t e ^p{p) — Z^p(。）0p(”. 
(p) 
Let p e H^ and a G H. Then , for any q G IP, we have (by L e m m a 1.3.1) 
q * {p — «) = Zl((^(2) ^ q)^p) — «(1) 
(a) 
= E ( ( � 2 ) � g ) b ( i ¥ 。 ) ） f a ( i ) 
= E “化⑴以⑶)&…）厂汉⑴) 
(p)(a) 
Also, the lef t hand side of the above equal i ty can be w r i t t e n as 
E ^((p - a ) ( i ) ) (p 广 «)(。） 
(p^a) 
Hence, 
X： ( p � a ) ( o ) 0 (p 广 a p ) 二 Y^ (产「a(i) ) ® 厂⑴汉⑶ 
{v^a) (P)(a) 
Th is shows t h a t 『 i s a r ight H Hopf module. 
Now by Theo rem 1.3.1, we have i f * ' ° ^ ® H = i f * as Hopf module. I n th is 
c a s e 『 c o H is jus t the space of lef t integrals of H * defined i n De f in i t i on 1.3.1. 
Denote the space of l e f t ( r i gh t ) in tegra l in H * by / ^ ( JJj* ). Then , we ob ta in 
the fo l low ing corol laries: 




(a) fj{*(JJj*) is one dimensional. 
(b) s is hijective. 
Proof. Let 4> be the r ight H Hopf module i somorph ism f r o m f j j * ®H to 
H* g iven by Theo rem 1.3.1. Then clearly by the module act ion of H on H* 
we have / ^ . ^ker{s) C ker{<f>) and so ker{s) = 0 and 5 is in ject ive. As we are 
work ing on a field K and H is finite dimensional , s is also b i ject ive. 
B y count ing dimensions, we immed ia te ly see tha t d i m { f l j * ) = 1. 
B y Theorem 1.3.3, we may apply the above arguments to H * and ob ta in 
the fo l lowing corollaries: 
Corollary 1 .3 .6 The space of left(right) integral of a finite-dimensional Hopf 
algehra is one dimensional. 
Corollary 1 .3 .7 Let H be a finite dimensional Hopf algebra. Then H is iso-
morphic to H* as right(left) H Hopf module. 
Proof. We consider H as a r ight H Hopf module by i ts Hopf algehra 
st ruc ture maps. [ Note tha t i n th is case H is a left i f * - m o d u l e by “ ^ “ as in 
L e m m a 1.1.3]. Let A be a non-zero left in tegral for H\ Then, clearly 小:H ^^> 
/仏 ®H defined by 4){h) = A ③ h is a r ight H Hopf module isomorphism. 
Let X ： fn* ®H ~ " ^ H* be the r ight H Hopf module i somorph ism given in 
Coro l lary 1.3.4. Then x 。 ^ ： H ~ ^ H* is a r ight H Hopf module isomorphism. 




W e look more closely on the map x 〇 ¢- P u t T = x 〇 ¢. Clear ly , T{h) 二 
A 广 h. B u t , up t o now, there is no exp l i c i t f o r m u l a for T~^{p), p G H*. We 
shal l solve th is p r o b l e m i n t he next chapter . 
A lso , r , be ing a r igh t H Hopf module map , is i n pa r t i cu la r a r igh t H-
comodule map . B y P ropos i t i on 1.3.1, r is a lef t i f * - m o d u l e map . Exp l i c i t l y , 
for h G H and p £ i F , 
T{p — h) = p * {T{h)) 二 p * (A V- h) 
Hence, we m a y describe F as an i somorph ism between H and H* wh i ch 
is at t he same t i m e a le f t H*-module and a r igh t i 7 -modu le map . 
We shal l see i n the next chapter t h a t g iven the i f * - m o d u l e and 丑-module 
structures above, T is t he un ique(up to scalar mu l t i p l i ca t i on ) i somorph ism be-
tween H and H* wh i ch is at the same t i m e a lef t i 7 * -modu le and r igh t i f - m o d u l e 
map. 
As p romised at the beg inn ing of th is section, we shal l give a genera l izat ion 
of Maschke's t heo rem to the context of Hopf algehra. 
L e m m a 1 .3 .2 Let H he a (not necessarily finite dimensional ) Hopf algehra. 
A is a left integral and A is a right integral of H. Then we have 
(a) E A(i) 0 aA(2) = E "^⑷八⑴ ® 八⑶ 
(b) E A ⑴ a ⑧ A ( 2 ) 二 E A ( l ) ⑧ ½ • ) 




(a) Since A is a lef t in tegra l we have 
g ( a ) ( A ( A ) ) = A ( a A ) 
(^^ !(^ ^八⑴③八⑶)=^a(i)A(i)0a(2)A(2) ( * ) 
Hence 
X ^ 5 ( a ) A ( i ) 0 A ( 2 ) = X^<s(a(2) )A( i )0s(a( i ) )A(2) 
= E 5(a(3))A(1) 0 a1<s(a(2))A(2) 
= [ 八 ⑴ ② 汉 八 ⑶ b y ( * ) 
(b) Lef t t o the readers. 
Theorem 1.3 .6 A finite dimensional Hopf algebra H is semisimple if and only 
则 胁 0 ^ ) # . 
Proof. 
( = ^ ) 
Clearly, ker{e) is an ideal of H. As e ( l ) = 1, Ker(e) + H. I f H is 
semisimple, then there is a non-zero left ideal / of H such tha t H = I®ker{e). 
Now, for any x G ker{e) and non-zero y G / , we have xy E I H ker{e) = 0 
and so e{x)y = 0 = xy. I n general, for any h G H, we have h = {h — e{h) . 1) + 
e{h) . 1. As {h — e(h) . 1) G ker{e), we have hy = e{h)y for al l h G H and so y 
is a left integral . W h i l e y G I and I D ker{e) = 0, e{y) + 0. 
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I f e ( f f f ) 7^ 0. Let A G / ^ be a left in tegra l such tha t e(A) = 1. Let M be 
a lef t H-module, N a submodule of M and p : M ~~> N any l inear pro jec t ion . 
Def ine 
P : M — N 
by 
P(rn) 二 ^A(i)-p(5(A(2))-m) 
(A) 
We now c la im t ha t P is a p ro jec t ion wh ich is also an H-module map. I n 
fact , 
p ( n ) = X > ( i ) ^ A ( 2 ) ) . n ) 
(A) 
= I ^ A ( i ) 5 ( A ( 2 ) ) - n 
(A) 
e{A) • n 
二 n 
Since p is a pro jec t ion , so p(<s(A(2)).m G N. No t i ng tha t N is a submodule, 
we can see tha t P is a l inear pro jec t ion. 
B y using L e m m a 1.3.2, we have for any h G H, 







Th is shows t ha t P is indeed an H-module map. Hence, we conclude t ha t 
P is an H-module p ro jec t i on and consequently H is semisimple. 
Corollary 1 .3 .8 LetHbe a finite dimensional Hopf algebra. I f H i s semisimple 
then H is unimodular。 
Proof. B y Coro l la ry 1.3.5 (a), the spaces of lef t and r igh t integrals of H 
are one d i m e n s i o n a l Let f | j be generated by A and fJj be generated by A. T h e n 
by using the above theorem, we may assume tha t s (A ) , s (A ) + 0. Now, we can 
see the fo l lowings: 
( i ) A as a lef t in tegra l impl ies t ha t 
AA = e(A)A 
( i i ) A as a r igh t in tegra l impl ies tha t 
AA = e(A)A 
Hence, i t is clear t ha t A and A differ by a scalar mu l t i p l e and thus shows 
tha t H is un imodu la r . 
Example 1.3.3 
(a) Let G be a f in i te group. We consider the Hopf algebra KG. Recal l t ha t 
the in tegra l of KG is generated by E ^ 9- B y Theorem 1.3.6, KG is semisimple 
i f and on ly i f o{G) + 0 i n K, where o{G) is the order of G. Th is is jus t the 
classical Maschke's Theorem. 
For the dua l Hopf algebra KG\ i t is always semisimple since p i { l ) = 1. 
Hence KG is always cosemisimple. KG* is cosemisimple i f and on ly i f o{G) + 0 
i n K. 
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KG is always cocommutat ive. KG is commutat ive i f and only i f G is 
commutat ive . 
KG* is always commuta t i ve since pg * ph = ^ghPg- Note tha t m*{pg)= 
E Ph ③ Pk' Hence, KG* is cocommutat ive i f and only i f G is commutat ive . 
hk=g 
Ac tua l l y i t is t rue tha t for any f in i te dimensional Hopf algehra H, H* is 
commutat ive(cocommutat ive) i f and only i f H is cocommutat ive (commutat ive) . 
Th is fact w i l l be proved in the next chapter. 
(b) The four dimensional Hopf algehra in Example 1.2.2 (b) is not semisim-
ple as i t is not un imodu lar . Moreover, i t can be shown to be self dual ( bu t the 












Order of antipode 
T h e m a i n purpose of th is chapter is t o show t h a t the an t ipode of a f i n i t e d imen-
sional Hopf algebra mus t have finite order。This resul t was f i rs t p roved by D .E . 
Rad fo rd i n [10]. W e shal l p rov ide here a ref ined proof wh i ch is more readable 
and exp l i c i t . Th i s p roo f was suggested i n [ 1 1 . 
2.1 An Isomorphism between H and i7* 
Let H be a Hopf algehra. B y the lef t regular representat ion of H , we consider 
H as a le f t F - m o d u l e . S im i l a r l y H^ is a r igh t i f * - m o d u l e . B y L e m m a 1.1.3， 
{ H , ^ ) is a r i gh t i f * - m o d u l e . ( De f in i t i on 1.3.3) ( i f * , ^ ) is a lef t i 7 -modu le . 
Coro l la ry 1.3.7 states t h a t there is an i somorph ism 小:H ~~^ H* wh i ch is 
at the same t i m e a le f t i7-module and r igh t H*-modnle map . T h e fo l l ow ing 
theo rem gives a deta i led descr ip t ion of (j) and answers the questions raised i n 
the discussions fo l l ow ing Coro l la ry 1.3.7. 
T h e o r e m 2 .1 .1 { [11] Proposition 1 } Let H be a finite dimensional Hopf 
algebra with antipode s. Let 小:H ~~^ H* be an isomorphism of left H-module 





i and A 二 <^(1). Then 
(a) 4>{a) = a，A for a G H and 4)-^{p] = A - p for p E『. 
Thus (丑*,，) is a free -left F - m o d u l e w i t h basis A and [ H , ^ ) is a free 
r igh t H* m o d u l e w i t h basis A . 
(b) A is a le f t i n tegra l for H and A is a r igh t in tegra l for H*. 
(c) 
A ^ (a ~^ A) = a 
for a l l a G H 
(A 二 p) — A 二 p 
for a l l p e『 
(d) A (A) 二 1 = A(<s(A)) 
(e) 4> is un ique up to scalar mu l t i p l i ca t i on . 
Proof. Le t a G H and p e H\ T h e n 
(a) 
< ^ ( a ) = 制 
= a ~T (/>(1) 
= a ~^ A 
rt) = rt”） 
= r \ e ) - p 
= A ^ P 
(b) 
aA ~T \ — a ^ (A ~T A) 
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； 二 a ~~T e 
=e{a)e 
= e ( a ) ( A ^ A ) 
: =(e(a)A) ~r \ 
i.e. </)(aA) = <^(e(a)A) for al l a G H. Since 小 is an isomorphism, we have 
aA 二 e (a)A. Hence, A is a left integral for H. 
Since A * p = ¢{1) * p and tha t ¢ ' ^ is a r ight i f * - m o d u l e map, we have 
r ' ( A * p ) 二 ( T i ( < K l ) * P ) 
= 1 ^ p 
= P ( 1 ) 1 
= p ( i ) r ' w 
二 < T i ( M l ) A ) 
Thus, as ¢-1 is an isomorphism, we have A * p = p ( l ) A for al l p G H*. 
This shows tha t A is a r ight integral in H*. 
(c) 
A L ( a ， A ) 二 小-i 0 4>{a) 
—a 
(A - p) ^ A = ( W _ i ( P ) 
= P 
⑷ 




‘ = ^ ( 1 ) 
= 1 
f " i ( A ) = l = > A — A = 1 by (a) 
= ^ £ ( l ) = £ ( A - A ) = A(A) 
(e) Since the space of lef t integrals i n H is one-dimensional, and 小 can 
be defined t h rough any lef t in tegra l i n H by par t (b ) ,小 is un ique up to scalar 
mu l t i p l i ca t i on . 
B y par t (e),小 is un ique up to scalar mu l t i p l i ca t ion . W h i l e the one given i n 
Coro l lary 1.3.7 is an isomorph ism of Hopf modules, we immed ia te l y come to the 
conclusion tha t any isomorph ism between H a n d 『 w h i c h is s imul taneously a 
left i 7 -modu le and r igh t i ^ * -modu le map is a Hopf module map. 
Corollary 2 .1 .1 If A is a (non-zero) left or right integral for H* and A is a 
(non-zero) left or right integral for H, then A(A) + 0 
Proof. Let A be a left in tegra l for H and A be a r ight in tegra l f o r 『 . 
Then 5(A) is a r igh t in tegra l for H. Since r ight integrals for H differs by a 
scalar mu l t i p l e , by using Theorem 2.1.1 (d) , we have the fo l lowing conclusion: 
I f A is a (non-zero) lef t or r ight in tegral for H and A is a r ight in tegra l for 
H\ then A(A) + 0. 
The remain ing parts of the corol lary fol lows f r o m the le f t -hand analogue 
of the above argument . 
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Group algebras are examples of Hopf algebras。On the other hand, each 
Hopf algebra contains a group algebra: the group algebra of groupl ike elements 
( to be def ined below). 
Definition 2 .1 .1 Let H be a Hopf algehra over K. An element h G H is said 
to be a grouplike element of H if A ( / i ) = h 0 h. 
I f h is a groupl ike element of H, t hen h = he{h) impl ies t ha t e{h) = 1. 
Then , 1 = e{h) . 1 = hs{h) impl ies t ha t s{h) = h~^. I n par t i cu la r , s^{h) 二 h. 
I n case i f H is f in i te d imensional , t hen s is a b i ject ion. I t is immed ia te to see 
tha t s-^{h) = s{h) :: h-、 
Now, let g,h be groupl ike elements of H. Since A、gh) = gh ⑧ gh, the 
set of group l ike elements of H forms a group. We denote th is group by G{H). 
G{H) always exists since 1 is a groupl ike element of H. 
Let H be a finite d imensional Hopf algehra. Let A be a lef t in tegra l for 
H. Obviously , Ah is also a left in tegra l for any h E H. B y Coro l lary 1.3.6, f | j 
is one d imens iona l Hence, there is an a G H* such tha t Ah = a{h)A. Since 
Agh 二 a{g)Mi = a{g)a{h)k, we have tha t m * ( a ) = a 0 a , i.e. a is a groupl ike 
element o f 『 . M o r e o v e r , the above a works for any left in tegra l for H , since 
left integrals for H are unique up to scalar mu l t i p l i ca t ion . 
B y Coro l la ry 1.3.2, we may ident i f y H w i t h i P * . I n th is case, let A be 
a r ight in tegra l for i^^*,then we conclude tha t there is a groupl ike element g of 
H such t ha t p * A 二 p{g)X for al l p e H\ I n summary, we have the fo l lowing 
def in i t ion. 
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Definition 2 .1 .2 Let H he a finite dimensional Hopf algehra over K. Let A be 
a left integral for H and A a right integral for H\ Let a be the unique grouplike 
element ofH* such that Ah = Aa{h) for all b e H. Let g be the unique grouplike 
element of H such that p * A = p[g)X for all p £ H\ Then a and g are called 
the distinguished grouplike elements of H* and H respectively. 
L e m m a 2 .1 .1 Let H be a finite dimensional Hopf algebra over K. Let g be the 
distinguished grouplike element of H and let a be the distinguished grouplike 
element o f H \ I f H i s unimodular then a 二 e, also, ifH* is unimodular then 
^ = 1' 
Proof. Let A be a left and r ight in tegral for H. Then for any a E H we 
have: 
ka[a) = Aa 
二 Ag(a) 
Hence a{a) = e{a) for al l a G H and we are done. 
The case for A is very s imi lar and is left to the reader. 
I t should be not iced tha t the dist inguished groupl ike elements should re-
al ly be defined as lef t d ist inguished groupl ike element of H ' and r ight dis-
t inguished groupl ike element of H , respectively. Ac tua l l y , our t rea tment in 
Theorem 2.1.1 has a le f t - r ight inversion w i t h tha t in Chapter 1. These k i n d of 
le f t - r ight analogues are t r i v ia l . I t is the in terp lay ing of left and r ight concepts 
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‘ t ha t leads to in terest ing results. I n the next section, we w i l l see a deta i led 
account on opposi te, co-opposite and opposite-co-opposite Hopf algehras of H, 
Corresponding results on these Hopf algehras when t rans la ted back to H give 
relat ions and fo rmulae t ha t are d i f f i cu l t , i f not impossible, to be constructed 
i n t u i t i ve l y and d i rec t l y i n H. 
2,2 Opposite-co-opposite Hopf algebras 
Let [H,m,rj,/^,e,s) be a finite-dimensional Hopf algehra. 
Definition 2 .2 .1 H°^ is the algebraic structure such that the multiplication in 
H is twisted, i.e. a.oph 二 ha for a, b G H, 
E x p l i c i t l y H°^ 二 (丑,m^,", A , e). There is no ant ipode inc luded yet since 
we have not even proved tha t H°^ is a bialgebra, not to men t ion being a Hopf 
algehm。 
Definition 2 .2 .2 iiP^ is the algebraic structure such that the comultiplication 
in H is twisted, i.e. Acop(a) = E «(2) ® «(1) for a G H. 
Exp l i c i t l y , Hcop = ( H , m , r ] , A - , e ) . 
Definition 2.2.3 丑叩⑶” (二 丑⑶於叩)-^ the algebraic structure that both the mul-
tiplication and comultiplication are twisted. 
Exp l i c i t l y , Ho—P = ( H , m。p,", A - , e). 
Let H be a f in i te-d imensional Hopf algehra, w i t h A a left in tegra l for H 
and A a r igh t in tegra l for H ^ such tha t A(A) = 1. We w i l l say t ha t such a pair 
5 0 
} •！ 
of integrals is compat ib le. We now have the fo l lowing character izat ion for H。?, 
Ipop and Hop—. 
Theorem 2.2 .1 H。P 二 (H,m。p,rj,/\,e,s-i) “ “ Hopf algehra. s{k) a left 
integralfor H and X is a right integralfor H°^*. Moreover，this pair of integrals 




A{a-opb) = A{ha) 
X]&( i )a ( i ) 0 &(2)«(2) 
= Y 1 a(i) -op 6(1)③ a(2) .op 6(2) 
I t is t r i v i a l t ha t r/ and e are st i l l the un i t and counit maps. Hence H^^ is 
a bialgebra. Now, we can deduce tha t 
5^tt(l) - o p 5 " ^ ( a ( 2 ) ) = 》 - 1 ( 叫 2 ) ) 6 ^ 1 ) 
二. X^"S-i(a( i)<s(aw)) 
二 <s_i(e(a)l) 
二 e ( t t ) l 




As a r e s u l t ,丑叩 is a Hopf algehra w i t h an t ipode s~^. Be ing t he dua l of a 
finite-dimensional Hopf algebra, H。” = ( ^ * , A * , 6 * , m , / , 7 / * , 5 * - ^ ) is c lear ly a 
Hopf algehra. 
(b) T h a t 5 (A ) is a le f t in tegra l for H。” fo l lows d i rec t l y f r o m the fact t h a t 
i t is a r i gh t i n teg ra l for H. A lso , A is a r i gh t in tegra l for H _ since i n 丑吵’ we 
have 
A * f { a ) = A(a(i))/(a(2)) 
= / ( l ) A ( a ) 
Verba l l y , we m a y say t h a t t he comu l t i p l i ca t i on of H。? is t he same as t h a t 
i n H , A is s t i l l a r i gh t in tegra l for H 。 ” . 
B y T h e o r e m 2.1.1 (d ) , we have A(<s(A)) = 1. So these integrals are com-
pat ib le . 
(c) Since the comu l t i p l i ca t i on i n 丑叩 is the same as t h a t i n H and A is 
s t i l l a r i gh t i n teg ra l for 丑。产，g is t he d is t ingu ished group l ike element i n H ^ . 
N o w recal l t h a t since a is a groupl ike , we have 5*^ (a) = a and 5 * " ^ ( a ) = 
( s * ) ( a ) = a - i . 
For a G H, we let 5(6) = a, since 5,is b i ject ive. Now, 
s[K) 'opd = as{A) 
=s{b)s{A) 
二 s{Ab) 
二 s ( A ) a ( b ) 
= s ( A ) a ( s - ' ( a ) ) 
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I 二 s ( A ) ( ( ^ - i ( a ) ) ( a ) 
=s{A)a-\a) 
T h i s shows t h a t a~^ = s * " ^ ( a ) is t he d is t ingu ished group l i ke e lement i n 
H'^\ 
T h e o r e m 2 . 2 . 2 丑 。 叩 = ( i / , m , " , A ^ , e , r i ) “ a Hopf algehra. A is a left 
integral for 丑。叩 and 5*(A) is a right integral for H—. This pair of integrals is 
compatible. The corresponding distinguished grouplike elements are a and g~^. 
Proof. 
(a) As 
Acop{ab) = X ! a ( 2 ) 6 ( 2 ) ③ a ⑴ 6 ⑴ 
so A is a b ia lgebra map . rj and e are t r i v i a l l y the u n i t and coun i t maps. 
Since 
m o ( j 0 3 " ^ ) o A c o p ( « ) = X^a(2 )5 "^a ( i ) 
= ^ 3 " ^ ( a ( i ) s ( a ( 2 ) ) ) 
=e{a)l 
Hc。P is therefore a Hopf algehra w i t h an t ipode s~^. Dua l l y , 
H — : = [ H \ Aoop\ e* ,m*, r/*,5*-^) 
is a Hopf algehra. 
(b) Since m u l t i p l i c a t i o n i n H — is t he same as t h a t i n H , A is a lef t 
in tegra l for H - . 
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Let f G H-* and not ing tha t s*{X) is a left integral for R% we have: 
A - V _ / ) ( a ) = E M i ) K W W 
= / * ^ * ( A ) ( a ) 
= / ⑴ 糊 ⑷ 
This shows tha t 5*(A) is a r ight integral for H. 
B y using 5*(A)(A) 二 A(<s(A)) = 1. We can see tha t th is pair of integrals 
is compat ib le. 
(c) Dist inguished groupl ike element in H — is s t i l l a since the mu l t i p l i -
cat ion in H ^ P is the same as tha t i n H , and they have the same left integral 
A. 
For f e HcoP* pu t f = 5*(p). Since 5* is bi ject ive, we have 
A , . / ( / 0 . * ( A ) ) = . * ( A ) * / 
= s % X ) ^ s % p ) 
—s*{p * A) 
二 s'{p{gW 
= p { g y W 
二 s-\f){g)s%\) 
= f { s - ' { g ) ) s % x ) 
二 f { g - ' y w 
Hence, the dist inguished groupl ike element in H — is s -^ {g ) = g~^. 
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Lemma 2.2.1 m�p* = {m*Y^^ and A � � / = (m*)^ .^ 
Proof. 
m o p * ( p ) ( a 0 6) 二 p[ba) 
=Y . P { 2 ) { c i ) P i i ) { h ) 
二 （ m * r C P ) ( a 0 6) 
A,op*{p^q){a) = ( p 0 ^ ) E ^ ( 2 ) ^ ^ ( i ) 
= 1 ] 咖 1 ) ) 咖 2 ) ) 
= { A ^ ) J p ^ q ) { a ) 
Remark 2.2 .1 By part (a) in the proofs of Theorem 2.2A, Theorem 2.2.2 and 
Lemma 2.2.1, we immediately have that H^ = H— and H _ 二 丑。广.^5 a 
result, the opposite and co-opposite Hopf algebras of H* are also considered. 
Remark 2.2.2 Since H^ =丑。吵*, ^g immediately have that H* is commu-
tative ifand only ifH is cocommutative. Also,『—=H。” implies that H^ is 
cocommutative ifand only ifH is commutative ( this result is just the previous 
one for H* if we identifies H with H**). 
Theorem 2.2.3 丑叩。。卩 二 (i7 ’m。p ," ,Ac。p ,s,<s) is a Hopfalgehra. s{A) is a left 
integral for H'^''^, 5*"^(A) is a right integral f o r 『 _ . This pair of integrals 




(a) Since 丑零叩=(丑。””叩，Theorem 2.2.1 and Theorem 2.2.2 together 
immed ia te l y i m p l y t ha t H。Pc。P is a Hopf algebra such tha t the dist inguished 
groupl ike elements are respect ively a~^ and g-\ 
(b) 3 (A) is a lef t in tegra l for H'P' 'P since i t is a left in tegra l for H°^ and 
the def in i t ion of in tegra l for H does not involve comul t ip l i ca t ion i n H. S imi lar ly , 
3* -^ (A) is a r igh t in tegra l for H—op since i t is a r ight in tegra l for『。》. 
F r o m 5* " ^ (A ) (5 (A ) ) = A(A) = 1, we know tha t th is pair of integrals is 
compat ib le . 
No te t ha t i t is per fec t ly al l r ight for us to choose <s_i(A) and s*{X) as a 
pair of compat ib le integrals i n the case of i p p — 。 
Hav ing c lar i f ied the structures of 丑叩,7 P 。 p and 丑 零 吵 , w e are now able 
to give the fo l lowing corollaries. 
Corollary 2 .2 .1 Let A be a non-zero left or right integral for H, then {H,^) 
and {H, ^ ) are free H*-modules with basis A . 
Proof. Let A be a left in tegra l for H. Then by Theorem 2.1.1 (b) , {H,—) 
is a free r igh t ^ * - m o d u l e . The corresponding result in W ^ when t rans lated 
back to H makes ( i7, — ) a free left i f * - m o d u l e w i t h basis A. I f A is a r ight 
in tegra l for H t hen the corresponding results in H'^ and 只料 when t rans lated 
back to H makes {H, - ) and {H, 一) free i F - m o d u l e w i t h basis A. 
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2.3 Antipode has finite order 
The order of the ant ipode of a f in i te dimensional Hopf algehra has been long 
t i m e conjectured to have finite order. Progress toward solving th is p rob lem can 
be found in [4, 15]. F ina l ly , i n 1976 D.E.Radford [10] proved tha t the above 
conclusion is va l id for a rb i t ra ry finite-dimensional Hopf algebras. Radford's 
result is obta ined by expressing 3^ in terms of a fo rmu la using dist inguished 
groupl ike elements. I t is surpr is ing tha t th is fo rmu la can be obta ined qui te 
easily by using some commuta t iona l relations and the i r corresponding i n 丑叩, 
H^°v and Hopcop. The method was in t roduced in [11 . 
Our fo rmu la t i on here relies on an easy appl icat ion of actions by dist in-
guished grouplikes. Act ions by grouplikes in general is another interest ing topic , 
bu t is i rrelevant to our discussion. The reader is referred to [10] i f desires. 
L e m m a 2.3.1 Let H he a finite dimensional Hopf algebra. Let X he a right 
integral for H\ Let A be a left integral for H and A' a right integral for H. 
Suppose further that A(A) = 1 and A(A') = 1. Then we have the following 
equalities. 
For any a E H, 
(a) 3 - i ( a ) = E A(aA(i))A(2) 
(b) 5(a) 二 E M A V ) a ) A ; 2 ) 
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Proof. 
(a) B y Theorem 2.1.1 (b) , we have 1 = A — A = ! ： 乂 八 ⑴ ) ^ ( ? ) . Then, 
by L e m m a 1.3.2 (a) we have 
5-1(a) = s - \ a ) • 1 
= E ( M A ( D ) ) s - 1 ( a ) A ( 2 ) 
= Z M � ) ) A ( 2 ) 
(b) In 丑叩 the ant ipode is s—i and A' is a left integral. Hence (a) in 丑叩 
becomes 
* ) 二 {s-')-'{a) 
= E A ( a > A ' ( 1 ) ) A ' ( 2 ) 
= E ^ i ) + ' ( 2 ) 
Let H be a Hopf algehra. Let p G H* and a G H. Denote p — a by l{p){a) 
and a — p by r{p){a). In general l{p)'s and r{p)'s are not automorphisms. Bu t 
i f p G G{H*) = Alg{HJ<) ’ then l{p) has an inverse l{s*{p)) = l{p-^) and r{p) 
has an inverse r ( p _ i ) . Note tha t the inverse p~^ here is the convolut ion inverse, 
not the composi t ion inverse. Simi lar ly, for r , a E H, denote ra by l{r){a) and 
ar by r ( r ) ( a ) . Then, l { r ) ( r ( r ) ) is invert ib le i f r G G{H) w i t h inverse / ( r ] ) ( 
r ( r ) ) . 
Dual ly , we have simi lar formulat ions on H\ Let p, q G H\ Denote ” q by 
L{p)[q) and g * p b y R{p){q)- Let a G H, denote a - p by L{a){p) and p - a by 








I an inverse L{p-^) {R{p-^)) and L{a) ( R{a) ) has an inverse L ( a _ i ) ( R{a'^)). 
T h e fo l l ow ing l e m m a gives some basic propert ies for these au tomorph isms. 
i 
I 
L e m m a 2 .3 .2 LetHbe a (not necessarily finite-dimensional) Hopfalgehra with 
antipode s. Let rj be a grouplike element ofH* and r be a grouplike element of 
H. Then we have the following relations. 
(a) 5^ 0 l ( j ] ) = l { r j ) 0 s ] 
(b) s^ 0 r [ r ] ) = r ( r ] ) o s^ 
(c) 5 ^ 。 l ( r ) = / ( r ) 0 s2 
(d) s^ 0 r { r ) 二 r ( r ) o s^ 
(e) /(r/) 0 / ( r - i ) 。 r ( r ) = l ( r - ' ) • r ( r ) o l ( r j ) 
( f ) r ( r j ) 0 l(r-^)。r(r) = / ( r " ^ ) • r ( r ) • r { r ] ) 
Proof. 
(a) 
s\v - ^) 二 E ' ' i h M h 2 ) ) 
二 E ^ ' ( h ) y " M ( h ) ) 
= E A h ) M A h ) ) ) 
= r j “ ^ s^{h) 
(c) 
s'{rb) 二 外 ) 彻 
二 rs2(b) 
i i 







m 織' _ 
省。 
. _ 」 ^ K « • 
¾^¾. 
r 
丨 “ (e) 
rj — { r ' H r ) = 》 - ~ % ) 巧 < ^ ~ ~ % , ) 
二 [ 厂 1 〜 1 ) " ( 〜 少 " ( 厂 1 ) " ( 厂 ） 
= ^ r ' ^ ( r | ^ 6 ) r r / ( r " V ) 
= ^ r " ^ ( 7 / — b ) r r j ( l ) 
= X ^ r _ i ( " - 6 ) r 
The cases (b) , (d) and ( f ) are jus t the r igh t -hand analogues of (a), (b) 
and (e) respectively. 
L e m m a 2.3 .3 Let H be a finite-dimensional Hopf algehra. Suppose that X is 
a right integral for tP and A is a left integral for H. Let g be the distin-
guished grouplike element of H and let a be the distinguished grouplike element 
ofH\Then 
(a) A ^ a is a r ight in tegral for H. 
(b) g ^ \ is a left integral for H^. 
Proof. 
(a) Let a G H. Since r{a) is an automorph ism, pu t h — a 二 a. Then we 
have e(a) = E o < V ) M ^ ) 二 咖 . ^ 。 w e have 
(A ^ a ) ( a ) = (A ^ a){h ^ a) 
= E o < A ( i ) ) A ( 2 ) a ( 6 ( i ) ) 6 ( 2 ) 
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=Ah L Q^ 
— ( A L a)a{h) 
— ( A ^ a)e{a) 
(b) Let p e『and p 二 L{g){q). T h e n p{l) 二 {g - q){l) = q{g). 
P * {g」A) = {g」q) * {g j A) 
= g ~ ^ " A 
=q{9){9」A) 
二 P ( l ) ( " 」 A ) 
L e m m a 2 .3 .4 Let H be a finite dimensional Hopf algehra. Let g, h G H and 
p G G{H*). Then gh - p = (g - p)(h - p ) . 
Proof. 
gh^p = p{ghi^)){9h)i^2) 
= P ( " ( l ) " ( l ) ) " ( 2 ) " ( 2 ) 
= _ P ( " ( l ) ) _ P ( " ( l ) ) " ( 2 ) 
= { g - p ) { h - p ) 
L e m m a 2 .3 .5 { [11] Theorem 3 } Let H be a finite-dimensional Hopf algebra 
with antipode s. Suppose that A is a left integral for H and X is a right integral 
for H\ Let g he the distinguished grouplike element of H and let a be the 
distinguished grouplike element ofH^. Then 
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for a, b e H, 
(a) \{ah) = X{s^h - a)a) 
(b) X{ah) = \{hs\a-^ -g-^ag)) 
Proof. 
(a) B y L e m m a 2.3.1 (a) we have 
s{h) = Y： A(^A(1))A(2) 
On the other hand, o^ "UA is a r ight integral for H * . Also, by Lemma 2.3.3 
(a), A 二 a is a r ight in tegra l for H. Moreover, (a—i * A)(A ^ a) = a * a _ i * 
A(A) = A(A) 二 1. Hence, by Lemma 2.3.1 (b) , we also have 
s{h) = E厂l*A((A⑴lo06)A⑶ 
I = ^ Q f - i *、((八⑴ I a ) ( (6 - a _ i ) - a))A(2) 
B y L e m m a 2.3.4, we have 
E a - l * M ( A ⑴ “ c O ( ( 6 二 c ^ l ) t a ) ) A ⑶ = ； E c ^ - l * A ( ( A ⑴ ( 6 l a - l ) ) L o O A ⑶ 
- — ^ Q： * a _ i * A(A(i)(6 ^ a_ i ) )A(2) 
= ^ A ( A ( i ) ( 6 ^ a - i ) ) A ( . ) 
Hence, 
E 入 刚 八 ( 義 = E 乂八⑴ (。 - a - i ) ) A ( 2 ) 
Now, by Corol lary 2.2.1, let a = p - A = p(A(2))A(1). A p p l y p to bo th 
sides of the above equat ion yields X{s^{b)a) = A(a(6 - « " ' ) ) • B y subst i tu t ing 
h for b ^ a - i i n the r ight -hand side of the above equation, (a) is proved. 
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‘ (b) B y L e m m a 2.3.3 (b) , g ~^ A is a left integral for H* and hence is 
a r ight in tegra l for H°^^°^^. Also, Kg~^ being a left integral for H is a r ight 
in tegral for 丑叩。，（•」X){kg-^ ) 二 \、kg-〜g、= A(A) = 1. 
Hence i n 丑吵。叩，by using g ^ X and Ag~^ as the integrals in (a), we have: 
{g�A)(6-opa) = {g 一 A)(5^(a"^ 一 a)-opb) 
{g - A)(a6) = {g - X){bs'{a-' ^ a)) 
X{ahg) = X{bs^a-^ - a)g) 
Subs t i tu t ing bg~^ for b we have 
X{ah) = X{hg-^s^{a-^」a)g) 
Using L e m m a 2.3.2 (c), (d) , (e), the result fol lows. 
Theorem 2.3 .1 { [10] Theorem 1 } Let H be a finite-dimensional Hopf algebra 
over the field K. Then its antipode has finite order. 
Proof. B y L e m m a 2.3.5 (a), we have: 
X{ah) 二 A(<s2(6 - a)a) 
A p p l y L e m m a 2.3.5 (b) to the r ight -hand side of the above equat ion we 
have 
A(a6) = A ( a s ' ( a - ' 一 g _ i ( s ' ( b - a ) " ) ) ) 
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T h e n by L e m m a 2.3.2 (a), (b) , (c), (d) , (e) we have 
A(a6) = X { a s ' { g - ' { a - ' ^ { s ' { b ) ^ a ) g ) ) ) 
= \ { a g - \ a - ' ^ s \ h ) ^ a ) g ) 
Note t h a t X{ab) — (A ^ a)(6), apply ing L e m m a 2.2.1 to the above equa-
t i o n we have 
b = g_i(a_i』s^{b) L a)g 
B y app ly ing L e m m a 2.3.2 (a) th rough ( f ) to the above equat ion we have 
s^{h) = g、oi J b L a_i)"—i 
B y using L e m m a 2.3.2 (a) th rough( f ) again we have in general 
s4-(b) = g ^ ( a ^ � b 4 - � - ^ 
Since g G G{H) and a G G{H*) and bo th groups are f ini te， i t is immedia te 
t ha t there is an N{< / . c . m . { o ( G ( i / ) ) , o ( G ( i f * ) ) } ) such tha t s'^{b) = b. Tha t 
is, 5 has f in i te order. 
Corollary 2.3.1 Let H be a finite-dimensional Hopf algehra. Suppose further 
that both H and『are ummodular，then order ofs can only be 1, 2 or 1 
Proof. T r i v i a l , since i f bo th H a n d 『 a r e un imodular , then g = 1 and 





I n his 1971 paper [4], R.G.Larson in t roduced the not ion of characters for co-
modules of a cosemisimple Hopf algebra over an algebraical ly closed f ield E. His 
f o rmu la t i on , wh i ch can be v iewed as the dual notions of algebras and modules, 
is pure ly coalgebra and comodule oriented. He has to confine his results in coal-
gebras and comodules because the dual of an in f in i te dimensional algebra needs 
not be a coalgebra. As a resul t , his fo rmu la t ion looks a b i t obscure, especially 
to those who are not fami la r w i t h Hopf algebra. 
As we are work ing on finite dimensional Hopf algebras, we take the ad-
I vantage of t h a t the dual space is na tu ra l l y a Hopf algebra. I n the fo l lowing 
discussion, we present a fo rmu la t i on which is essentially the same as Larson's 
[4], bu t f r o m the v iew po in t of 77*-modules. Our approach, though works only 
for f in i te d imensional Hopf algebras, is more in tu i t i ve and resembles more to the 
representat ion theory of groups. Rewr i t i ng i t f u l l y in the language of coalgebras 
and comodules, we ob ta in Larson's fo rmula t ion . I t is hoped tha t th is approach 
w i l l serve, especial ly to those who are not fami l ia r w i t h the theory of coalgebras, 
as a stepping-stone to understand and appreciate the or ig inal ideas of Larson. 
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3.1 Theory of Characters for comodules 
Let C be a (not necessarily f in i te-dimensional) coalgebra over the f ield K. Let 
{M,xp) be a s imple lef t C-comodule. Then by Theorem 1.1.1 there is a finite 
d imensional subcoalgebra D of C such tha t V^(M) C D 0 M. Since D is finite 
d imensional , we m a y assume tha t D is the unique subcoalgebra m i n i m a l w i t h 
respect to the p rope r t y ^{M) C D 0 M. As a left _D-comodule, M is a r ight 
_D*-module. Since any i ) * -submodu le of M is a 刀-subcomodule of M, M is an 
i r reduc ib le D* -modu le . B y using the fo l lowing Lemma 3.1.1, we can see tha t M 
is a f a i t h f u l r igh t i ) * -modu le . Hence jD* has a fa i th fu l i r reducible representat ion 
and so D* is a s imple algebra which in t u r n implies tha t D is a simple coalgebra. 
D is t hen cal led the simple suhcoalgehra associated with M and M is called a 
simple left comodule associated with D. B y Def in i t ion 1.1.10, i t is obvious tha t 
i f two s imple lef t comodules are isomorphic, then they are associated w i t h the 
same s imple subcoalgebra. Conversely, i f two comodules are associated w i t h 
the same s imple subcoalgebra D , then they are bo th i r reducible modules for 
the s imple A r t i n i a n r ing D * and so they must be isomorphic as L>*-modules. In 
other words, they are isomorphic _D-comodules. 
L e m m a 3 .1 .1 Let C he a K-coalgehra and ( M , ^ ) a simple left C-comodule. 
Let D he the suhcoalgehra of C mimmal to the property that 綱 C D 0 M. 
Then D* acts faithfully on M. 
Proof. F i rs t , we recall tha t ann{M) is an ideal of D\ 
We are now going to show tha t ann{M) ^ s t be zero and hence D* acts 
f a i t h fu l l y on M. 
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Assume tha t ann{M) is a non-zero ideal of D*. Then, by Theorem 1.1.3， 
ann、M、i is a subcoalgebra of D. For any m e M, let ^ ( m ) = E 爪⑴⑧爪(0) 
and assume tha t the m(o)，s are independent. Let p G ann(M). Then mp 二 
0 = ^ J2 p(m(i ) )m(o) = 0. As the m(o)'s are independent, we have ^ (m( i ) ) 二 0. 
Hence ^(m) e ann(M)^^M. B y t h e m i n i m a l i t y o f ^ w e h a v e a r m ( M y 二 D. 
Hence, ann{M) = 0, leading to contradict ion. 
Now assume tha t K is an algebraically closed f ield and let { m 1 , m 2 , . . . rrid} 
be a basis for M. Invok ing the Wedderburn -Ar t in theorem, we know tha t D * 
is isomorphic to Endx^M) = Md{K). Let e”. G D* sat isfying m^e,-, 二 4 , m ” 
then eu * e^, = 4 /e , , and {e , , } is a basis for D\ Let { a , , } be the basis of D 
dual to the basis {e,-J. Then we can deduce the fo l lowing results: 
d 
Lemma 3.1.2 ^{m^) = E ^ij ® ^ j 
i = i 
Proof, Let ^{rm) = ^ A : i ③ rn]. Then ^eki{d,j)rrij 二 rrn eki = ^ , m [ 
This impl ies tha t dki a^i and so the lemma is proved. 
Lemma 3.1.3 A(a”-) = E o,ik ® ^kj and £((¾) = ^ -
fc = l 
Proof. The f irst assertion follows di rect ly f rom the fact tha t M is a left 
D-comodule . The second assertion follows f rom the relat ion rm = E ^ ( ^ i j ) ^ r 
Combin ing Lemma 3.1.2 and Lemma 3.1.3, we obta in the fo l lowing theo-
rem. 
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Theorem 3.1 .1 { [4] Lemma 1.2 } Let C he a coalgebra over the algebraically 
closed field K, M a simple left C-comodule and D the simple suhcoalgehra asso-
ciated with M. Then for every hasis {m1,m2 ... m^} ofM, there is a basis { a i j ] 
of D such that: 
d 
^{rrii) = Xaij^m] 
_ j=i 
‘ d 
A(aij) = J2 ^ik 0 cikj 
k=l 
e(a,j.) = Sij 
The above basis { a , j } is called a matric hasis of the coalgebra D. 
Let M be a finite dimensional left C-comodule. Pick a basis { m 1 , m 2 , . . . rUd} 
for M and let { m i * , m 2 * , . . . m / } be the dual basis for M*. V iew M as a r ight 
C* -modu le and let f G C\ Then, i t is clear tha t the trace of f is given by 
T r { f ) E ( / 0 m , * ) V ^ ( m , ) . By embedding C into C**, we denote Tr{) by 
i=l 
d 
X(M) , where x ( M ) = E U ⑧ m,*)^(m,) . 
i=l 
Cal l X ( M ) the (Larson's) character of the comodule M. I t is clear tha t 
X ( M ) is independent of the basis chosen. Also, x ( M ® N ) = x { M ) + X ( # ) . If 
M is a simple left C-comodule, then by using the nomenclature of Lemma 3.1.1, 
i t is clear to see tha t x ( M ) 二 jz <^n- In this case, x ( M ) is called an irreducible 
i=l 
character. Call d the degree of X ( M ) . 
Let H be a finite dimensional Hopf algehra. Let M and N be left H-
comodules which are natura l ly r ight ^ * - m o d u l e . Define a left act ion of H* on 





丨 Le t f G Hom{M, N) and p G H\ For any m G M, define 
i 
P. f{m) = Yu ( / — i ) ) ) ( « 5 * ( m ) ) 
{p) 
Proposit ion 3 . 1 . 1 The above action makes Hom{M, N) a left『-module. 
Proof. For t he sake of convenience, we denote p-f by F. Consider q E 『 . 
We have 
q - { p - f ) { m ) = q-{F){m) 
= ^ F ( m ^ ( 1 ) ) 5 * ( ^ ( 2 ) ) ⑷ 
= 1 3 / ( 0 _ ) m K ( m ) z ( " ( 2 ) ) 
(g)(p) 
= E / M " p ) ( i ) K ( ( " * p W 
(g*p) 
= { q ^ p ) ‘ { f ) { ^ ) 
As H is finite d imens iona l , Hom[M, N) is a le f t 丑 - c o m o d u k . Denote 
t he comodu le s t ruc tu re m a p ar is ing by the above ac t ion on Hom{M, N) by T. 
T h e n the fo l l ow ing p ropos i t i on is obvious. 
Proposit ion 3 .1 .2 { [4] Proposition 2.3 } Let M, N be left H-comodules, and 
1^1 f e Hom[M, N) . Then the following statements are equivalent: 
(a) f : M ~"^ N is a le f t ^ - c o m o d u l e m o r p h i s m . 
(b) f ： M ^^> N is a r i gh t i 7 * -modu le m o r p h i s m . 
(c) r(/) = / 0 i . 
(d) p - / = p ( l ) / f o r a l l p G i f * . 
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Proof. (a) and (b) are equivalent, the equivalency of (c) and (d) are 
obvious. Now suppose tha t f is a r ight i / * -modu le map. Then 
P • f{m) = ^ /(m^i))Z(p(2)) = Y^ /(m)p⑴ * {s*{p^2))) = f { m ) p { l ) 
(p) (p) 
This shows tha t p . f = p { l ) f . 
Conversely, assume p. f 二 p{l)f for al l p G H*. Then for any m G M , we 
have 
f{mp) = E / M m ( i ) m ) ) 
= X > ( i ) ( i ) / — m ) 
= : ^ ？ - ^ ⑴ / — ⑶ ） 
= E ( < 5 * - i ( m ) . / ) ( - c 2 ) ) 
= I ^ / ( ( - ( 3 ) ) r i ( m ) ) ( m ) 
二 E / W _ " * - i ( m ) ) M i ) 
= Z ! / M m ( % i ) 
= f { m ) p 
Thus, f is a r ight i / * - m o d u l e map. 
As a result , (b) and (d) are also equivalent. The proof is completed. 
Let (M,VO be a finite dimensional left H-comodule w i t h basis { m J . De-
note ^{m) by E m(i)⑧ ^ (o ) and (I 0 ¢)。(4)(m) by E ^ (2) ^ 爪⑴⑧ ^ (o ) 
etc. 
Let p E M * , define l{p) G Hom{M,H) = M * 0 H by 










1 Exp l i c i t l y , we w r i t e l{p) as EP(o) ® P(i). The above re la t ion means E p ( ^ ( o ) ) ^ ( i ) = 
I EP (o ) ( ^ )P ( i ) - Then , we have the fo l lowing proposi t ion. 
Proposition 3 .1 .3 The map 7(p) = l{p) makes M* a right H-comodule. 
Proof. We prove th is proposi t ion ind i rec t ly by prov ing tha t the above 
s t ruc ture map makes M * a left H^-modnle, where the left i / * - m o d u l e s t ructure 
is given by xp 二 Ez(P( i ) )P(o) . Note tha t in th is way, we wou ld have 
xp{m) 二 [ a ^ ( m ) P ( o ) M 二 Y^ 咖⑴)”—(。)） 
Now let p e M * and x,y E 丑*, then 
{x * y)p{m) 二 Xl(a:")(m(i))p(m(o)) 
= [咖 ( 2 ) ) ? / (哪 )广— ( 0 ) ) 
二 5 i ;a ; (m( i ) )y i?—(o)) 
二 x{yp){m) 
This shows tha t M * is a left i ! f * -module and consequently H* is a r ight 
i iT-comodule. 
I n par t i cu la r , we consider the case tha t K is an algebraical ly closed field. 
Let M be a s imple lef t i f - comodu le w i t h basis { m 1 , m 2 , . . . rud} and i ts dual ba-
sis { m i * , m 2 * , . . . m / } . Let D be the simple coalgebra associated w i t h M and 
let the corresponding ma t r i c basis be { a , , } . Then the r ight i / - comodu le s tmc-
tu re on M * given in Propos i t ion 3.1.3 relates to the left 丑 -comodule s t ructure 





• . d 
P r o p o s i t i o n 3.1.4 7 ( m i * ) = J2 爪广 0 aji. 
I j=i 
丨 C^  
Proof. Le t 7 ( m f ) = E rrik* ⑧ hki. T h e n we have 
k=l 
7 ( m ^ ) ( m i ) = hii 
O n the o ther hand, by using the comodule s t ruc tu re of M, we have: 
7(m/* ) (m, - ) = au 
Hence h i j — a{j and we are done. 
Le t H be a f i n i te d imens iona l Hopf algebra. A lso, let M and N be lef t 
丑 -comodules w i t h M finite-dimensional. I den t i f y Hom{M, N) w i t h M * 0 7 V by 
the canonical i somorph ism. Hence, every f E Hom{M, N) can be expressed by 
^m* 0 n for some m * G M * and n E N. I n th is case, i t is possible t o express 
the lef t i ; r - m o d u l e s t ruc tu re given i n Propos i t i on 3.1.1 i n te rms of the r igh t 
丑 -comodu le s t ruc tu re g iven i n Propos i t i on 3.1.3. 
Proposition 3 .1 .5 LetH, M andN as given above. Assume that Hom{M,N) 
is given the left H*-module structure in Proposition 3.1.1 and M* is given the 
right H-comodule structure in Proposition 3.1.3. Let p G H*, n G N and 
m* G M*. Then we have the following relation. 
p . (m* ③ n) = 5 3 M(^*)W<n(i)))(m*)(o) ® 几(0) 
Proof. We i den t i f y Hom{M, N) w i t h M * ⑧ N. Let w G M. Then，we 
have 
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p • (m* 0 n){w) = 5Z(m*0n)(w;p(i))<s*(p(2)) 
= Y ^ (m* 0 n)(p(i)(w;(i))w;(o))<s*(p(2)) 
= ^ ^ ‘ ( ， 。 ^ ( 秘 ⑴ ) ” ？ ( ^ ? ) ) 
= ^ P { i ) m % w ) n s % p ^ 2 ] ) 
= ^ P{i){{m^){i)){rn"){o)Hns^{p{2]) 
=Y1 P(i)((m*)(i))p(2)(<s(r^(i)))n(o)(m*)(o)(w;) 
= 5 Z K ( ^ * ) ( i ) ^ K i ) ) ) ^ ( o ) ( ^ * ) ( o ) ( ^ ) 
= { E + � ) * ( i ) ) ) — * ) ( o ) � 几 ( 0 ) 制 
Suppose tha t H is a f in i te dimensional cosemisimple Hopf algebra over the 
algebraical ly closed field K. Let A G 『 b e a left integral such tha t A(1) 二 1. 
Let M , N be non - isomorphic simple left 丑-comodules, which in t u r n impl ies 
tha t they are non- isomorphic i r reducible r ight iP -modu les . Let { m , } and { u k } 
be the bases of M and N. Denote the bases dual to the bases { m J and {uk} 
respectively by { m , * } and K * } . Also, let D and E be the simple subcoalgebras 
of H associated w i t h M and N respectively. Let the corresponding ma t r i c bases 
be { a i j } and {hki } . 
I f f e Hom{M, N) and g £ Hom{M, M ) , then for any p G H\ we have 
p . (A . / ) 二 (p * A) • f = p{l)X . f . By using Proposi t ion 3.1.2 , we see tha t A . f 
is a r ight i7* -modu le morph ism. As M and N are non- isomorphic i r reducible 
r ight i / * -modu les , by Schur's lemma, we have A . f 二 0. S imi lar ly we have 




B y the above discussion, we see t h a t A . ( m / 0 n , ) 二 0 and A . ( m / ③ 
m,) = Zrs for some scalar 么口. Us ing Propos i t i on 3.1.4 and Propos i t i on 3.1.5, 
we i m m e d i a t e l y have the fo l lowings: 
X{airs{hsj)) 二 0 
X{airS{asj)) 二 Zrs、s 
Since A ( a a ) 二 E ^ir ® « r ” we have: 
r 
1 = A(e:(a,,) l) 二 M5^aw<s(anO) 二 ^ ^ Z r r 
r r 
w h i c h imp l ies t h a t : 
A ( x ( M ) 5 ( x ( M ) ) ) = AQ；] a , , 3 (a , , ) ) = Y^ Zrr = 1 
r,s ^ 
Simi la r l y , we have: 
A ( x ( M ) 3 ( x ( A ^ ) ) ) = XCEar rs {hss ) ) 二 0 
r，s 
S u m m i n g up the above i n fo rma t i on , we ob ta in the fo l low ing theorem: 
T h e o r e m 3 .1 .2 { [4] Theorem2.7} LetH be afinite dimensional Hopfalgehra 
over the algehraically closedfield K, and let A G 丑* be a left(right) integral sat-
isfying A(1) 二 1, I f M , N are non-isomorphic simple left(right) H-comodules 
then: 
X { x { M ) s { x { m 二 0 
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3.2 Simple subcoalgebras under the action s 
Let H be a cosemis imple Hopf algehra over an a lgebra ica l ly closed f ie ld and C 
a s imp le subcoalgebra of H. I n th is sect ion we w i l l see, by us ing t he character 
t heo ry developed above, t h a t s^{C) 二 C. 
Let C be a coalgebra. Denote t he set of a l l c o c o m m u t a t i v e elements of C 
b y m . 
L e m m a 3 . 2 . 1 { [4] Lemma 3.1 } Let H be a cosemisimple Hopf algebra over 
the algehraically closed field K. Then，the set of characters of the simple (left) 
comodules of H is a basis for i { H ) . Moreover, if C is a simple subcoalgebra 
of H, then i{C) is one-dimensional which consists of all scalar multiples of the 
character of a simple comodule associated with C. 
Proof. W e f i rs t show t h a t t he set of characters of s imple comodules of H 
is l i nea r l y independent . 
Suppose t h a t E U Xi = 0, where the x / ^ are characters of non - i somorph ic 
s imp le ( le f t ) comodules M i . T h e n we have 
o - A ( X : t、xMx])) = t] 
by T h e o r e m 3.1.2. Hence, t he x / s are independent . 
N o w , suppose t h a t a E i{H). W r i t e a 二 E 仏” where a l l t he a / s l ie i n 
d is t inc t s imp le subcoalgebras C ” Recal l t h a t the l inear span of a set of d i s t inc t 
s imp le subcoalgebras is t he d i rect sum of these subcoalgebras. Since t he sum of 
s imple subcoalgebras is d i rec t , E C$ ③ ^ " is also a d i rect sum. Hence, we can 







I Let {ak i } be a ma t r i c basis for Q and {eki} be the basis wh ich is dual to 
the matric basis { a ^ } . Let a,- 二 E mmi- As a,- G i{C), p * q(a,) 二 ？ * P(^i) 
for a l l p, q G C:, we have 
Wkk = ^ki * eik{a) 二 eik * eki{a) = wu 
and 
Wki == X^ eki * eu{a) = Y1 e,k * eu{a) = 0 
i i 
Let Wkk = w for a l l k, then a 二 i(； E cikk is a mu l t i p le of the character of 
a s imple comodule associated w i t h C ” Thus, we obta in the fo l lowing corol lary: 
Corollary 3 .2 .1 LetH be a finite dimensional cosemisimple Hopf algebra over 
the algehraically closed field K. I f a G i[H)，then a = ^X{as{x))x, —e the 
sum is over simple suhcoalgehras ofH. 
L e m m a 3 .2 .2 Let H he a finite dimensional Hopf algehra and C be a simple 
suhcoalgehra of H with character xc. Then s{C) is a simple suhcoalgehra with 
character s{xc)-
Proof. Let {aij} be a ma t r i c basis for C. Then xc 二 E «“. As s is a 
coalgebra an t imorph ism, s(C) is also a subcoalgebra of H. As s is a b i jec t ion 
in H , {5 (a , , ) } is a basis for < C ) . Let { k , } 二 { • * ) } . Then { 6 ” } is a ma t r i c 
basis for <s(C) since: 




= X ) bik ⑧ hj 
k 
Hence x ( ^ ( ^ ) ) = E ^ . = E 如 ） 二 办 ^ 0 . 
B y us ing the above l emma, we are now able to establ ish t he fo l l ow ing 
t heo rem for f i n i t e d imens iona l cosemisimple Hopf algehra. 
T h e o r e m 3 .2 .1 { [4] Theorem 3.3 } Let H be a finite-dimensional cosemisim-
ple Hopf algebra over an algebraically closed field K. Then for each simple sub-
coalgehra C ofH we have s^{C) = C. 
Proof. As H is cosemisimple, H^ is semisimple. Le t A be a le f t in tegra l 
f o r 『 s u c h t h a t A(1) = 1. B y Coro l la ry 1 . 3 . 8 , 『 i s also un imodu la r . Thus 
, * ( A ) equals t o a scalar m u l t i p l e of A. 3*(A)(1) 二 A ( s ( l ) ) = A(1) 二 1 impl ies 
t h a t 5*(A) 二 A。 
As s is a coalgebra an t imo rph i sm, s" is a coalgebra i somorph ism. B y 
L e m m a 3.2.2, t he character of ^ C ) is P ( x c ) . Now, since 3^ ( xa ) G i [ H ) , we 
have, by Coro l la ry 3.2.1, t ha t 
彻 ） 二 E M 4 M x ) ) x 
= E ^ ( x ^ ) ) x 
二 I > ( X < s ( X c O ) X 
二 XC 
Therefore, by L e m m a 3.2.1，we have shown t h a t i{C) 二 <<s2(C7)). Since 
C and . 2 ( C ) are s imple subcoalgebras, C 二 s2(C) . T h e proof is completed. 
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Chapter 4 
Semisimple and Cosemisimple 
Hopf Algebras 
I n th is f ina l chapter , we w i l l demonstrate the power of t race funct ions in the 
s tudy of finite d imens iona l Hopf algebras. I t w i l l be shown t h a t semis impl ic i ty 
relates closely t o the t race of the square of the ant ipode. Moreover , the proof 
of the m a i n resul t , namely : finite dimensional Hopf algehras over a field of 
characteristic zero is semisimple if and only if it is cosemisimple if and only if 
it is involutory, relies heavi ly on the s tudy of the t race funct ions. 
4.1 Trace functions for Hopf algebras 
The (Larson's) character of a lef t i f - c o m o d u l e M is jus t the character of M 
when i t is considered as a r igh t i f * - m o d u l e . I n par t i cu la r we let M to be H. I n 
th is case, the i / * - m o d u l e act ion is given by “ - " . As th is modu le s t ruc ture 
involves b o t h H and H\ i m p o r t a n t in format ions of H can be ex t rac ted f r o m 
i t . T h e t race func t i on w i l l serve as our m a i n too l i n the fo l lowing sections. 
Trace funct ions are inherent ly useful on ly i n finite d imensional case. Re-
s t r i c t ing to f in i te dimensions does no ha rm. I t is because tha t i t has been proved 
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i n [12] (2.7) t h a t a semisimple Hopf algebra is necessarily f in i te d imensional . 
I n general set t ing, we actua l ly have four modu le actions. T h e y are the 
regular representat ions of H and 丑*，the modu le act ion of H on H* and the 
modu le act ion of H^ on H. As H and H* are bo th Hopf algebras of the same 
dimension, i t is on ly necessary to consider one of the regular representations 
and one of the other two modu le actions. I t is possible to reduce the number 
of objects of interest to one by the fo l lowing lemma. 
L e m m a 4 .1 .1 Let H he a finite dimensional Hopf algebra over a field K. Let 
p e『.Then 
Tr{L{p)) 二 Tr{r{p)) 
Proof. Since {L{p){q)){h) 二 WK^ ) ) ( " ) ) , L{p) and r{p) are the transpose 
actions of each other. I n f in i te d imensional cases, the matr ices representing 
t h e m are the transpose of each other and hence they must have the same trace. 
Let p i , p2 ,P3 , . - -Pn . q e『and h G H. Then we have 
{L{pi)oL{p2)-.-oL{pn){q)){h) = CPl”2*...*Pn)*W") 
二 q{r{pi * P2 * ... *Pn)W) 
=+(Pn)oKPn-l)〜°KPl)(")} 
Using L e m m a 4.1.1, we then obta in the fo l lowing corol lary: 
Corollary 4 .1 .1 Let puP2,-"Pn ^ H\ Then 
Tr{L{pi) 0 L(P2)。...。L(Pn)) = Tr(r(pn)。r(Pn-i)...。KPi)) 
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B y L e m m a 4.1.1, when considering the trace funct ion, i t is sufficient for 
us to concentrate on H which is regarded as a r ight i f * -modu le . In fact , th is is 
also the case we always st ick on . Sometimes, whenever i t is convenient for us 
to do so, we w i l l pass i t to the regular representation of H*. 
Firs t of al l , there is a re lat ion re lat ing the regular representation of H* 
and the r ight i7* -module H . V iew ing H * as a r ight i / * -modu le , i t is then a left 
/ f - comodu le . Denote the comodule structure map on H * by 
r ( w = ^ p ( i )③ / ^ ) 
{p) 
Then we have the fo l lowing lemma. 
L e m m a 4.1 .2 Let h E H andpe H\ Then r{p){h) = Ep(o)(")^^⑴. 
Proof. Let q G H* and h G H, Then we have 
q{r{p){h)) = P*q{h) 
= E * ( i V o ) W 
= ； ^ 咖 ⑴ 产 ⑷ ） 
Let a G H and p G H\ Then the fol lowing theorem relates E、CL ^ p ) ( ” 0 {a ” p)(。） 
w i t h E P( i )0P(o ) . 
Theorem 4.1.1 





Proof. Let h e H and p G H*. Then we can per form the fol lowing 
deduct ion. 
q{r{a ^ p){b)) {a ^ p) * q{b) 
= X l ( a - p ) ( & { i ) ) g ( ^ ( 2 ) ) 
= ^ p { 4 ^ ) h ^ ] ) q { h ) ) 
=5^p(5(a(3))6(i))g(a(i)5(a(2))6(2)) 
二 ^p (5 (a (3 ) )6 ( i ) ) ( ^ — a(i))(s(a(2))b(2)) 
= E ” ( p C ^ ( l ) ) ( + ( 2 ) ) 0 
= 5 ： ( 9 1叫1))(乂1))产(咖(2))6) 
‘ = E " ( _ W ) ( 〜 ) ， Z ) ) W 
= E W a i Z ) ) W ( ^ ) y i ) ) } 
Now, invok ing Lemma 4.1.2, the theorem is proved. 
Corollary 4 .1 .2 Let A G H* be a right integral Then 
Y^ {a 1 入产 ® (a，A)(o) = [ a(i) 0 (以⑶，A) 
(a，A) ⑷ 
Proof. Let p E IP. As A is a r ight integral for H\ we have A * p = p{l)X 
which in t u r n implies tha t r ( A ) 二 1 0 A. Hence, the result follows by using 
Theorem 4.1.1. 
； B y Theorem 3.1.1, we know tha t (丑*,，) is a free left 丑-module w i t h basis 
A. Corol lary 4.1.2 now gives a descript ion for the elements in the comodule 
structure of H* i n terms of the elements in H and H% bo th of which are 
丨 considered as Hopf algebras. Conversely, let p {= a ^ A) G H% i t is possible to 
..¾:: 




express a ⑧ A by the elements arising f r om the comodule structure of H*. The 
fo l lowing theorem describes th is s i tuat ion. 
Theorem 4.1 .2 Let a，A = p e H^, where a G H and A G H* is a non-zero 
I right integral. Then 
a ® A = ; X > ( 2 ) ^ ( 4 — i ) ) i—。 )） 
(p) 
Proof. B y Corol lary 4.1.2, we have 
I 
！ Y^ P(1)③ P(。) 二 Y^ a(i)⑧(叫2) 7 A) 
！ A p p l y i n g (F ⑧ I) to bo th sides we have 
I, 
r Y , p(2) 0 p(i) 0 p(o) = Y ^ (！⑴⑧ a(2) 0 (a(3) ^ A) 
Hence, we have 
- X > ( 2 ) ® ( s 0 5 ( l ) ) " ^ — O ) ) = E ^ l ) ® 4 〜 2 ) ) " ^ ( « ( 3 ) i A ) 
二 [叫1)凶咖(2))叫3广入 
I E « ( 1 ) ®^(«(2))1 ^ ^ 
j 
I 二 a (g) A 
Since H is finite dimensional, H ®『can be identi f ied w i t h End{H). In 
this way, we have the fol lowing lemma. 
L e m m a 4.1 .3 Let f G End{H), p G 『 a n d a G H• Then 
f 0 (a 0 p) = f{a)^p 
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Proof. Let h G H. Then 
{ f o { a ^ p ) ) { h ) = f{p{h)a) 
= f { a ) p { h ) 
= { f { a ) ^ p m 
Since we are work ing on a field K, so for a ® p G H 0 H* = End{H), we 
obta in, by using elementary l inear algebra, the fol lowing well known formula. 
<rt^  i ^ 
L e m m a 4 .1 .4 Tr(a 0 p) = p(a). 
i^  j 
I Proof. Let {e1,e2, •.. , e^} be a basis for H. Let a = E k^i, k ^ K. Then 
f ri 
(a 0 p){ej) 二 Y^ p(ej)/i6,- implies that the ma t r i x representing (a 0 p) is 
i 
'p(ei)h p(e2)h …p(en)h' 
p{ei)h ••• ； 
0 . : ！ «• 0 
.p{ei)ln p{e2)L …p{en)L-
Hence, Tr{a^p) = E P、e^ 二 ^ kp{ei) = p{a). 
i t 
Let a ^ A G H\ Then Corol lary 4.1.2 together w i t h Lemma 4.1.4 implies 
the fo l lowing corollaries: 
Corollary 4.1.3 
T r ( r ( a ， A ) ) = [、(+⑶；仅⑴） 
Corollary 4 .1 .4 { [11] Theorem 2 } Let f G H 0 H\ Let X G HHe a right 
integral and A G H a left integral such that A(A) 二 l.Then 
W ) = E W ( 2 ) ) / ( A ( D ) ) 
(A) 
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Proof. Reca l l t h a t e = A ， A . Then , by Coro l la ry 4.1.2, we have 
I =z r{e) = E A ( i ) ③（A ( 2 ) ~^ A). A p p l y i n g L e m m a 4.1.3 and L e m m a 4.1.4, we 
have 
T r ( / ) = T r ( / o / ) 
= T r { ； ^ / o ( A ⑴ 0 ( A ⑶ ， A ) ) } 
丨 = M E / ( ^ ) ) ^ ( ^ 2 ) - A ) } 
11 二 E ( A ⑶ 1 A ) ( / ( A ⑴ ) ） 
丨二 = E M ^ ( A ( 2 ) ) / ( A ( D ) ) 
^F*'-
Corollary 4 .1 .5 Let p G H* and b G H. Let X G H* be a right integral and let 
A G H be a left integral such that A(A) = 1. Then 
p{h)X{h) = T r ( r ( W o r ( 6 ) o 4 
Proof. Let p 二 a，A for some a G H‘ Then by Theorem 4.1.2 we have 
a 0 A = ; ^ p ( 2 ) 0 ( ^ " ^ p ( o ) ) 
芸 A p p l y i n g {e 0 I ) t o b o t h sides,- we have 
： s(a)A 二 E ^ ( 2 ) ) ^ ( i ) ) " ^ W 
二 E ^ ( i ) )， p (。） 
A c t i n g b o t h sides to of the above equal i ty to b and using L e m m a 4.1.3, 
L e m m a 4.1.4, we ob ta in 












？ = E , _ o ^ ) ) 
；^  
“ ^ 
i = Tr(r(6) o s^  o r(p)) 
1 = Tr{r{p) 0 r(6) o 5') 
,、 :. 
I N o t i n g t h a t p ( A ) = ( a ， A ) ( A ) = A(s (a )A) 二 s (a )A (A) s (a) , our result 
^ 
V 
i' is establ ished. 
II i s 
寬 
I Corollary 4,1.6 A(l)p(A) = Tr[r{p) 0 巧. 1 
I Corollary 4 . 1 . 7 { [6] Theorem 2.5 (a) } Tr{s') = A ( l ) e ( A ) . 
眷 f 
-I y^m 
I Coro l la ry 4.1.7 establishes a beau t i f u l re la t ion between the three funda-
, I m e n t a l quant i t ies A, A and 3. A lso, the fo l low ing i m p o r t a n t theorem is obta ined 
._S^\ • 
f by using the above corol lary. i ..彻/ 
t 蜃 
^？ T h e o r e m 4 .1 .3 { [6] Theorem 2.5 (h) } Let H be a fimte-dimensional Hopf 
1曇 
i! SWS'" 
,i algehra over the field K. Then H is semisimple and cosemisimple if and only 





I A cosemisimple Hopf algehra needs not be semisimple even in the finite-
1 d imens iona l cases. B u t i n case when the character ist ic of K is zero, we are 
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4 � 2 Cosemisimple Hopf algebras are semisimple 
L e m m a 4.2 .1 If rj G K is a primitive nth root of unity in the algehraically 
closed field K of characteristic zero, then Q[r]] can be identified with a subfidd 
ofC，the field of complex numbers. 
Proof. Let Q1 be the p r ime f ield of K. Then Ql is isomorphic to Q as a 
field. Let rj be a p r im i t i ve n t h root of un i t y in K. Let d be any p r im i t i ve n th 
root of u n i t y i n C . As bo th Q[rj] and Q[6] are sp l i t t ing fields of x^ = 1, they 
are of course isomorphic. The proof is finished. 
L e m m a 4.2 .2 Let T : C ~~^ C be a coalgebra automorphism of the simple 
coalgehra C over the algebraically closed field K. 
Suppose that M C C is an l-dimensional simple left suhcomodule having 
i an eigenhasis for T with eigenvalues A i , . . . h G K \ { 0 } . Then 
；.. _ = ( 5 > ) C E V i ) 
: ^ j 
Proof. Let { m i , . . . m J be a basis for M satisfying T ( m , ) = km, for 
z 二 1, 2 , . . . 1, and define c,, G C, where 1 < z,J < h by A ( m , ) = E 〜 ③ ^ r 
Then, by Theorem 3.1.1, we see tha t {c , , } is a mat r ic basis for C. Clearly, 
A(A.m. ) 二 A ( T ( m O ) 二 E 了 (〜）�巧…）二 E 了(。”—）�入一,. 
j 3 
On the other hand, we have 




So, i t fol lows tha t T { c i j ) = X i X f ^ C i j . Arrange the Ci,s i n the f o r m of a 
co lumn vector { c n , c 1 2 , . . .c1^,c21,c22, •. .c2n, • • -Cni, • • -Cnn}^- Then Tr{T)= 
( E A O ( E A「 i ) . 
t j 
i Let H be a finite dimensional Hopf algehra over a f ie ld K. Let E be an 
j 
I extension f ie ld of K。Define the fo l lowing structures on E ⑧ H: 
\ 
(a) A ( e ③ h) = e ⑧ A{h) G E 0 H ③ H = {E ⑧ H)^E{E 0 H) 
(b) e{e^h) = e{h)e 
(c) 5(e (g) h) = e 0 s{h) 
where e G E and h G H. 
• I t is immed ia te tha t E 0 H, w i t h the above structures, is a Hopf algebra. 
Moreover, i t fol lows tha t E ③ f | j = f j j _ . As a result , we have the fo l lowing 
character izat ion for semisimple Hopf algebras. 
L e m m a 4 .2 .3 Let H be a finite dimensional Hopf algehra over a field K. Let 
E be an extension field of K. Then H is semisimple if and only if E ® H is 
semisimple. 
Now, b o t h E 0 『 a n d {E 0 i7)* are Hopf algebras. They are isomorphic 
by the fo l lowing lemma. 
L e m m a 4 .2 .4 Let H be a finite dimensional Hopf algehra over a field K. Let 















Proof. Def ine 小:E ⑧ H* ~~^ {E ③丑)* by ^{e 0 p){h) = ep(/ i) for any 
h G H . 
T h e n ,小 is c lear ly an algebra and coalgebra isomorphism. Hence, the 
！ resul t fo l lows. 
L e m m a 4 .2 .5 Let H be a finite dimensional Hopf algehra over a field K. Let 
E he an extension field of K. Then H is cosemisimple if and only if E 0 H is 
cosemisimple. 
Proof. A p p l y L e m m a 4.2.3 and L e m m a 4.2.4 to H% the result fol lows. 
T h e o r e m 4 .2 .1 { [6] Theorem 3.3 } LetH he a finite dimensional cosemsimple 
Hopf algebra with antipode s over the field K of characteristic zero. Then H is 
semisimple, and hence s^ 二 I . 
Proof. I t suffices t o show tha t the statement is t rue when K is alge-
bra ica l l y closed. 
i 
I T h e reason is as fo l low: 
1 Let H be cosemisimple. Then , by L e m m a 4.2.5, E ^K H is cosemisimple, 
1 
where E is the algebraic closure of K. I f the assertion is t rue in case the 
g round f ie ld is a lgebraical ly closed then E ®K H is semisimple. Th is impl ies, 
by L e m m a 4.2.3, t h a t H is also semisimple. 
N o w suppose t h a t K is algebraical ly closed. B y Theorem 2.3.1’ we have 
t h a t {s')^ 二 J for some n. As K is closed and of character ist ic zero, x^ = 1 
spl i ts i n to d is t inc t l inear factors and hence the m a t r i x representing 一 is diago-
nal izable. Be ing a per iod ic m a t r i x of per iod n, eigenvalues of 一 are n t h roots 
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of un i ty . Therefore, Tr{s^) G Q[rj], where 7/ is a p r im i t i ve n t h root of un i ty . B y 
L e m m a 4.2.1, we can assume tha t Q[r|] C C . Now consider Tr{s^ | c ) , where C 
is a s imple subcoalgebra of H. 
I Let C C H be a s imple subcoalgebra of dimension L Then we have 
) •/ 
s^{C) = C by Theo rem 3.2.1. Let the eigenvalues associated w i t h C be 
j 
j A i , A 2 , . . . A/. B y using L e m m a 4.2.2 we have 
2^|c)=(EA,) (E\)=|EA]�o 
f 
I Hence, we ob ta in tha t 
Tr[s^) = 1 + Y^ Tr{s' \c) > 0 
Ci^Kl 
The semis impl ic i ty of H fol lows f r o m Theorem 4.1.3. Also, 5^ = I is jus t 
as i n Coro l la ry 2.3.1. 
Corollary 4 .2 .1 Let H be a fimte-dimensional Hopf algebra over a field K of 
characteristic zero. Then H is semisimple if and only if H is cosemisimple if 
and only ifTr{s^) + 0. 
Proof. Since H is semisimple, i t impl ies tha t H* is cosemisimple. Hence, 
by Theo rem 4.2.1, we know t h a t 『 i s semisimple wh ich in t u r n impl ies tha t 
I H is cosemisimple. The remain ing par t is Theorem 4.1.3. 
Let G be a finite group. Consider the Hopf algebra KG. We have noted 
tha t KG is always c o s e m i s i m p l e . Now assume tha t characterist ic of K is p > 0 
I p 
and let o{G) = p. T h e n KG is not semisimple since k e ( : , ) 二 kp = 0. As a 
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4.3 Semisimple Hopf algebras are involutory 
Recal l t ha t the ant ipode s is b o t h an algebra an t imorph ism and coalgebra an-
t imo rph i sm . I f 5^ = I t hen 5 w i l l be an invo lu t ion. I n case i f th is is t rue, the 
Hopf algehra is said to be involutory. Even for f in i te dimensional Hopf algehras, 
they are not i n general invo lu tory , see e.g. [16]. A reasonable condi t ion to be 
imposed on a Hopf algehra i n order to make i t invo lu to ry wou ld be cosemisimple 
- or (and) semisimple. Ac tua l l y , i t has been conjectured long t ime ago by Kaplan-
J sky [3] t ha t the ant ipode is an invo lu t ion for a f in i te dimensional semisimple or 
I cosemisimple Hopf algehra. 
: I n the last section, we have proved tha t for a f in i te dimensional cosemisim-
I ple Hopf algehra H over a field K of characterist ic zero, 5^ = I. I n other words, 
e? 
• the eigenvalues of 5^ are restr ic ted to the values ± 1 . I n th is section we w i l l 
^ improve the above result and conclude tha t Kaplansky 's conjecture holds t rue 
• i n th is par t i cu la r case. 
: Proposition 4 .3 .1 { [5] Proposition 1 } Let H he a fimte-dimensional Hopf 
I algebra over the algebraically closed field K of characteristic zero. Let A G H* 
t:' 
： be a right integral and let A G H be a left integral such that A(A) : 1. Put 
m 
i T 二 A ( l ) A . Then 
r 
T 
I (a) T r { s ' ) ^ e { r ) . 
» 
E (b) 丁 is a left integral for H. 
I 
I (c) T + 0 if and only ifH* is semisimple. 
： (d) p(T) = T r ( r ( p ) o A 
• 
- Proof, (a), (b) and (c) fol low f rom the def in i t ion of r . 





(d) fol lows f r o m Coro l la ry 4.1.6. 
We consider another element wh ich is s imi lar to r . 
Def ine x G H by 
P{X) = Tr{r{p)) 
Note t ha t the above def in i t ion is val id. Since we have confined ourself i n 
the f in i te d imensional cases, i n general x ^ 丑**. 
Proposition 4 .3 .2 { [5] Prvpositiou 2 } x has the following properties: 
(a) {dimH)l = e ( x ) . 
(b) X is cocommutative. 
(c) / ( x ) —- X for any coalgebra automorphism f ofH. 
(d) cx 二 £ (c )x ifc e H is cocommutative. 
(e) X^ 二 £(X)X。 
Proof. N o t i n g t ha t r{e) = / , par t (a) fol lows f r o m the def in i t ion of x . 
(b) Let p,q e『• Then we have 
( P " ) ( X ) = Tr{r{p^q)) 
—Tr{r{q) o r{p)) 
= T r { r { p ) 0 r{q)) 
= T r { r { q ^ p ) ) 
二（"*P)(X) 
Th is shows tha t x is cocommutat ive. 
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(c) f is a coalgebra au tomorph ism impl ies tha t / * G H* is an algebra 
automorph ism. For p G H% we have 
K / ( x ) ) 二 n p ) i x ) 
二州/*隱 
二 T r ( L ( / * _ 
二 尊 0 鲁 ( / * ) - 1 ) 
二 Tr(L(p)) 
= p { x ) 
(d) Since c is cocommutat ive, so is s'^c). Now, let a £ H. Then we 
have 
( a - A ) ( c x ) = C s - i ( c ) a，A ) ( x ) 
= T T { r { s - \ c ) a ^ A)) 
= Y . T r { s - \ c ^ 2 ) ) H i ) ® Cs-i(c(i))a(2) - A)) 




二 $ > ( c y r r ( r ( h A ) ) 
二 E ^ ) ( a ， A ) U ) 
Hence, cx 二 e(c);Y. 
(e) B y using par t (b) and par t (d). 
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Lemma 4.3.1 A(1) 二 A(r) = A(x). 
Proof. A(1) = A ( r ) is by def in i t ion of r . Also, A(1) = A(x) because 
A(1) = Tr(l(g)A) 
= T r ( r ( A ) ) 
二 A(x) 
Proposition 4.3.3 Tr{s^) = Tr(r(x)。s^). 
Proof. B y pu t t i ng p = e in Corol lary 4.1.5，we have 
T r { r { x ) o s ' ) = e{A)X{x) 
B y using Lemma 4.3.1 and Corol lary 4.1.7, we have 
T r { r { x ) o s ' ) = e(A)A(l) 
二 r r ( s ” 
The fo l lowing equation is crucial in obtain ing our ma in theorem in this 
section. 
Proposition 4.3 .4 { [5] Equation (6) } Tr{s^) = {dimH)Tr{s^ kx)-
Proof. Proposi t ion 4.3.2 is useful here. Part (a) implies tha t i t is sufficient 
to show tha t Tr{s') = e{x)Tr{s' |取).Part (e) implies tha t i f e{x) + 0 ^hen 
e 二 x / s ( X ) is an idempotent. Part (c) implies that s: and r { x ) commute. 
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Case 1. £:(x) = 0 ( = dimH). 
I n th i s case, r ( x ) ^ = 0 and so ( r ( x ) 。 s ^ f = 0, since r ( x ) and s^ c o m m u t e 
w i t h each o ther . Moreover , as r ( x ) o 5^ is a n i l po ten t endomorph ism, i ts m a t r i x 
representa t ion is s im i la r t o one wh i ch is of upper t r i angu la r f o r m and is w i t h 
zero d i a g o n a l Hence, Tr{r{x) o 3^) 二 0. B y Propos i t i on 4.3.3, we know t h a t 
Tr{s^) =:= 0 and so t he resul t fo l lows. 
Case 2. e{x) + 0. 
I n th i s case, r ( e ) is a p ro jec t i on of H onto H x - Moreover , the m a t r i x 
representa t ion of r ( e ) has the f o r m 
/ 0 M\ 
\N I J 
Th i s means t h a t T r ( r ( e ) o 3^) 二 2>(<?" o r ( e ) ) = Tr(<s2 |^^) . N o t i n g t h a t 
r ( x ) 二 e ( x ) r ( e ) and Bx 二 He, t he resul t fo l lows. 
No te t h a t i n t he o r ig ina l f o rmu la t i on , (see [5]), x is m u l t i p l i e d on the lef t 
hand side and the p roo f is s l igh t ly d i f ferent f r o m the one given here. Because 
Propos i t i on 4.3.3 w h i c h is v i t a l t o our proof is no longer appl icable. 
Corollary 4 .3 .1 { [5] Theorem 2 } Let H be a finite dimensional Hopf algehra 
over the field K. IfH and『are both semisimple, then dim{H)l + 0. 
Proof. B y T h e o r e m 4.1.3 and Propos i t i on 4.3.4. 
Theorem 4.3.1 { [5] Theorem 3 } Let H be a finite-dimensional semisimple 
and cosermsimple Hopf algehra with antipode s over the field K of characteristic 
zero or characteristic p > { d i m H f . Then s^ 二 I . 
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Proof. As H is semisimple, we know tha t 5^ = 1. Therefore, 5^ is 
diagonalizable w i t h i ts eigenvalues square roots of un i ty , i.e. ± 1 . Hence, 
Tr{s^) = {rii 一 n _ i ) l and dim{H) = rii + n _ i , where 
m — dim{h G H | s^{h) — ih} for i = ±1。 
B y using Theorem 4.1.3, we have Tr{s^) + 0. Hence, 0 < | m - n _ i | < 
n\ + n_i —- dimH. 
Suppose tha t Hx 二 H. Then {dimH)l 二 1 by Proposi t ion 4.3.4。So 
dimH 二 1 by the assumption on the characteristic of K\ tha t is, H 二 K. 
Therefore, we conclude tha t 5 is the ident i ty on H and we are done. 
Suppose tha t Hx + H. Let Tr{s^ | j /x) 二 爪1, where m is an integer and 1 
is the iden t i t y of H. Then 丨 m |< {dimH — 1). Let d = {rii — n_i) - {dimH)m. 
Then by Proposi t ion 4.3.4, we know tha t dl 二 0. 
On the other hand, we have | d \< dimH + {dimH){dimH-l) = [dimHY。 
B y the assumption on the characterist ic of K, we have d = 0. Equivalent ly, 
m — n_i = {dimH)m. Bu t th is is possible only i f | m |二 1 and | rn — n _ i 二 
dimH, wh ich in t u r n implies tha t n^ 二 0 or n_i 二 0. Since on i H , 5 is the 
ident i ty . We therefore conclude tha t ni ^ 0 and so n—i = 0, mak ing s an 
involut ion. 
The fo l lowing result is the final ma in result given in this thesis. 
Theorem 4.3.2 { [5] Corollary ] Let H he a finite dimensional Hopf algehra 
over a field K of characteristic zero. Then H is semisimple if and only if H is 
cosemisimple if and only if H is involutory. 
Proof. The f irst par t is due to Corol lary 4.2.1, The second part is a 
9 5 
combinat ion of Corollary 1.1.7 and Iliroreni 1.3.1. 
9 6 
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